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11 ..   EE xx ee cc uu tt ii vv ee
SS uu mmmmaa rr yy

Current research findings on methods of alcohol education force
practitioners into a paradoxical situation: on the one hand, to prevent
youngsters from becoming ill or dying or being injured through
ignorance of alcohol’s potential, educators must alert children to the
real dangers of alcohol poisoning and consequences of drunkenness; on
the other hand, to prevent children from using alcohol as a form of
rebellion or ‘stolen maturity’, educators must ‘normalise’ adult sensible
drinking — make it appear routine, safe, mundane, non-problematic
and completely acceptable; not the ‘forbidden fruit’ that entices
teenagers.

This evaluation report will attest to the fact that TACADE have
achieved this delicate balance with both the Alcoshots and Respect it!
packages for Secondary Schools. Galahad SMS Ltd conducted a
rigorous, thorough, and highly critical examination of the impact,
influence, and effects of the  Alcoshots and Respect it! programmes on
Secondary School pupils. Both packages have proven their ability to
raise awareness, increase knowledge, and foster healthy curiosity about
alcohol-related issues. Galahad SMS Ltd supports the full
implementation and dissemination of these worthy projects.

Key Findings
Alcoshots

The Alcoshots pack went through several revisions during the initial
stages of evaluation. The discussion prompt questions were re-written
and a section on alcohol knowledge added. A reference ‘factfile’ on
alcohol was also added.

During the impact evaluation it was clear that the Alcoshots pack
greatly facilitated learning about alcohol. Pupils showed more interest
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in the topic and were encouraged to discuss difficult and sometimes
personal issues in front of their peers.

Our research into how young people learn about alcohol has shown
that most will latch on to a few startling or interesting facts. In general,
very few young people learn anything new about alcohol from group
discussions. These activities tend rather to reinforce existing myths and
attitudes. On the other hand, it is important to let young people have
their say about alcohol and to respect their own individual experience.
What is needed in alcohol education, we feel, is a balance between the
experience and the facts. Alcoshots is the perfect tool to achieve this
balance. The starting point of all discussion and factual information is
the young person’s own experience. The discussion-prompts then lead
the group to re-interpret that experience, and then to use the facts to
verify their underlying assumptions about alcohol.

There was a measurable increase in knowledge after the lesson and a
noticeable shift in attitude away from extreme views about drinking
towards a more moderate viewpoint.

In the short-term, it is clear that the Alcoshots pack is an effective
product to assist PSHE teachers, youth club workers, and others who
work in alcohol education for young people.

Our reservations about the pack surround three issues:

1. The theoretical platform of the pack – ‘risk aversion’

Programmes that heighten the perception of risk associated
with substance use can make young people more cautious but
only if the information or warnings are presented in the right
way and at the right stage of adolescent development and are
presented by, what in the eyes of the young people is, a
credible source. [See the ‘background’ section for detail]. For
secondary school pupils, teachers may not constitute credible
sources of information about drinking.

The Alcoshots pack bypasses this problem to some extent by
encouraging full interaction between pupils and teachers and
facilitating peer education.

2. The credibility among young people of ‘staged’ images
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The sticking point for the pupils was the photography’s
artificial manufacture of supposedly ‘real-life’ situations
involving alcohol. This kind of objection was not something
that the product developers had anticipated. In practice, we did
not feel that this discomfort felt by pupils in looking at what
they called ‘fake’ photos was a hindrance to the learning
process. In fact, it may have helped to extract from them
contrasting descriptions of what they felt were ‘real’ scenarios,
or what would happen in ‘real life’. But in principal, their
unease accentuated young people’s universal desire for realistic
information: real facts and real examples. Although adolescents
are perhaps better at uninhibited role-play, they are not as
sophisticated as adults at metaphor. For the pupils, the
dramatisation of ‘possible’ real life events took the issues into
the realm of make-believe. Although the intent of the project
was to put young people in control of the images portrayed,
the unintended effect was patronising: giving pupils storybook
images instead of the real thing. Although the pictures did aid
discussion and learning, we feel that the pupils’ reactions
should be taken into account when developing future packages.
There is no substitute for real life.

3. Emotional fallout

Although pupils viewed the majority of images with a degree
of scepticism, a few of the Alcoshots images were perceived to
be frighteningly real; most notably, the photograph depicting
alcohol-related domestic violence. The power of the images to
encourage pupils to talk about personal problems and issues, in
one sense validates the project as an aide to discussion; but it
also exposes its weakness. In contrast to the practical first-aid
guidance for injuries, there is very little guidance on dealing
with the internal, psychological injury caused by alcohol – the
type of distress depicted in the images. We are very concerned
that inexperienced teachers, intent on informing pupils about
the negative consequences of alcohol misuse, will not be
sensitive to the fact that some in their classes may already be
victims of these consequences, suffering in silence from
alcohol-related domestic violence, bullying, sexual harassment,
risky sex, criminal behaviour, etc.

We recommend that Alcoshots come with a warning to teachers
to prepare extra materials on local sources of help (as
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handouts), and to consider involving the school counsellor or
outside specialists in the lesson.
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Respect It!

In general, the Respect it! lesson plans were well received and
appreciated by both teachers and pupils. Teachers appreciated the
well-structured and timed nature of the lessons, and pupils enjoyed the
imaginative and challenging exercises. In many of the classes that
participated in evaluative tests, pupils demonstrated clear
improvement in knowledge, attitudes and behavioural intentions. In
others, the measurable changes were slight or not statistically
significant, but pupils demonstrated an increased interest in the subject
and a greater understanding of complex issues. A few lessons were
confusing or resulted in negative shifts in knowledge or attitude. These
lessons were revised at the second stage of the evaluation.

The Respect it! pack is, by far, the most comprehensive alcohol-
education tool available to secondary schools, and we concluded that
the Respect it! pack achieves its stated objectives. Teachers will find a
plethora of options and supporting information to cover numerous
aspects of drinking and alcohol effects. Taught in sequence, each lesson
builds on the previous one to accumulate a knowledge base appropriate
for each key stage. Creative teachers will also be able to pick and
choose lessons, exercises, and handouts that they feel are appropriate
for the specific needs of their pupils.

Such an ambitious product cannot, however, be all things to all people.
The reservations we have about the pack are mainly concerned with
the way in which the lessons are implemented and its suitability for
pupils who may be problem drinkers:

1. We found wide variation in the way lessons were implemented
and in school commitment to alcohol issues. The success of the
lessons was found to be heavily dependent on: the teacher’s
own attitude towards alcohol, their teaching style,
interpretation of the information, and commitment to following
the lesson plan. Many schools do not consider PSHE to be a
vital part of learning. Pupils themselves often view these
lessons as an opportunity to relax, talk, or even sleep. In
general, schools do not set achievement goals or homework for
PSHE lessons. Consequently, however good the materials are,
the results under such conditions will be poor. We feel that a
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greater emphasis on teacher training and school commitment
should be stressed.

2. Any alcohol-education lessons or materials that aim to inform
young people about safe and sensible drinking will invariably
alienate those teenagers who drink for the sole purpose of
getting drunk – the hard core (10 – 20% among those in the
evaluation sample) who use alcohol as a form of reckless
recreation. While the Respect it! materials present a wealth of
information about alcohol, health, peer pressure, etc., which
may have a strong deterrent effect on those who have not yet
developed drinking patterns, we suspect that it will have
limited success in moderating the behaviour of those 12-15
year-olds who have already become committed members of the
weekend binge-drinking culture, or those who are problematic
drinkers. These young people need to be approached from a
different angle altogether and, so far, no product aimed at
secondary school pupils has addressed such ‘remedial’ alcohol-
education needs. For a general audience, however, Respect it! is
second to none.

Recommendations for AERC
The concerns that we have raised about the Alcoshots pack are nearly
identical to those raised in all previous evaluations: the product may
‘test well’ in the short-term, but in the long term, research has shown
that the theoretical basis of the programme (information-based and
focusing on dangers) is flawed and that the long-term effect of the
programme will be either negligible or negative. There is a wealth of
research out there to explain why this is so. Unfortunately, most of it
is in language inaccessible to the layperson and there is, as yet, no clear
guide for alcohol education programme developers that clarifies the
available information.

We strongly recommend that AERC take steps to marry its ‘Research’
experience to its ‘Education’ efforts. We suggest that AERC
commission the production of a clear guide to developing alcohol
education programmes, whether they be one-off theatrical productions
or more long-lasting events.

The guide should include a research-based explanation of what types of
alcohol education work, with which age groups and delivered by which
kind of presenter. Before receiving any funding for projects, developers
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should be able to state clearly the theoretical basis of their programme
and why they believe it will be effective.

‘Educating the educators’ needs to take place before the pen is put to
paper. Without this, the well-meaning but ineffective let’s-put-on-a-
show-about-dangers! school of alcohol education will continue to
dominate the field, and evaluations will continue to be long-winded,
costly affairs that have to pull programmes apart and reconstruct them
line-by-line just to minimise the damage.

In the TACADE projects, the evaluation process was done with the
full understanding and co-operation of the developers and resulted in
very good products; but not all programme designers have TACADE’s
research experience or understanding of both theory and practice.
During this evaluation and previous studies we have gathered a wealth
of information on young people, their needs and responses with
regards to alcohol education; we believe that it is time to use this
experience to benefit future programme developers.

22 ..   BB aa cc kk gg rr oo uu nn dd   tt oo
tt hh ee   ee vv aa ll uu aa tt ii oo nn

1. The Alcohol Education and Research Council  (AERC)
provided the Teachers Advisory Council on Alcohol and Drug
Education (TACADE) the funding to assist in the
development of two distinct alcohol education packs: 1)
Respect it! a sequential series of alcohol lessons for pupils aged
11 to 16 and, 2) Alcoshots, a photo-based pack to encourage
discussion and learning about alcohol issues relevant to young
people.

2. Galahad SMS Ltd was hired by AERC to evaluate these two
products. Galahad SMS Ltd was founded in 1997 as a social
science research company dedicated to the design and
evaluation of drug and alcohol educational materials as well as
to research and policy development in the drug and alcohol
field.
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Aim and design of Alcoshots
The Alcoshots pack comes in a neatly compact box with a flip lid. On
the inside of the lid are brief instructions for use of the photographs.
Inside the box are 12 photographs with a ‘First thoughts’ section
printed on the front and the remaining questions and exercises on the
back. The factfiles are printed on separate cards to be handed out with
the relevant photographs. The first aid and background information for
teachers is printed in a separate booklet.

Alcoshots was created by TACADE in partnership with:
1. The Soup Company, a Leicester-based partnership

specialising in participatory youth work and the arts.
2. St John Ambulance, who provided educational support on

first-aid issues.
3. Barleycroft Youth Centre of Leicester, who organised

workshops and photo shoots with eight young volunteers
aged 13 to 15.

The cooperation of these organisations and the eight young
volunteers resulted in the 12 photographs that represent alcohol-
related situations of concern to the young people.

The aims of the Alcoshots pack, as stated by representatives of
TACADE, are:

1. To encourage and facilitate group discussions about alcohol-
related issues.

2. To raise young people’s awareness of the dangers associated
with irresponsible drinking.

3. To equip young people with practical information to cope
with dangerous situations.

4. To encourage young people to make sensible and informed
choices about alcohol.

Aim and design of the Respect it! pack
The Respect it! pack consists of 15 alcohol-education lesson plans
for use in secondary school years 7 to 11 (ages 11 to 16). Each
lesson plan is accompanied by handouts for pupils. The pack also
comes with background information for teachers, on alcohol and
young people. The introduction to the pack states that the
materials should be “embedded within the Personal, Social, Health
and Citizenship curriculum programme.” The pack consists of
three lessons for each year. If lessons are taught sequentially,
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knowledge about alcohol will accrue gradually over the years.
Teachers may, however, self-select the lessons they wish to use.

The aims of the Respect it! pack are, according to the teachers’
introduction, to:
1. Provide a basic entitlement for alcohol education for 11 – 16

year olds
2. Promote respect for alcohol and sensible drinking patterns.
3. Enable young people to make informed choices about drinking

alcohol.

Educating schoolchildren about alcohol: research and
theories

To the educator trying to find a programme or product, there can seem
to be as many methods of alcohol prevention or deterrence education
as there are drinks: information-based education; cognitive-behavioural
training; shock tactics; counselling; punishment; theatre; peer
education; police awareness programmes, etc. Fortunately, research has
shown that each method has its merits, but unfortunately, each method
will only be effective if applied at the right stage of education, and with
the right age group.

Children as young as 8 years old begin experimenting with alcohol. The
majority of 12-14 year-olds in the UK have had some experience of
drinking.1 By the age of 15, nearly 80% of young people will have
experienced intoxication.2

Attitudes about alcohol begin to form at a much earlier age, largely
influenced by parental drinking, 3 and it is these attitudes that will play
a strong role in future drinking behaviour and the age of onset of
experimentation.

In primary school, children develop negative and moralistic attitudes
towards alcohol: alcohol is seen as ‘stupid’, and ‘disgusting’.

In secondary school they begin to associate drinking with increasingly
desirable aspects of the adult world: sexuality, sociability, excitement,

                                                
1 HEA, Health Update (1997)

2 Miller & Plant (1996)

3 BMA (1986)
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etc.4 The realisation emerges that their former condemnation of alcohol
was childish. Many then make great efforts to prove their maturity by
drinking.

Paradoxically, reinforcing the negative and moralistic attitudes of
primary-school children may result in an even greater ‘backlash’ and
higher level of consumption when these children reach secondary
school. Educating secondary-school students about the risks and
dangers of alcohol may serve only to heighten its appeal.

The appropriateness of each method of education or deterrence may be
counter-intuitive to the layperson, teacher, or parent. For example,
most parents and teachers who are genuinely concerned about the
safety and health of their children will instinctively turn to shock- or
scare-tactics to prevent them from experimenting with illegal drugs.
The gut-instinct to do this is understandable. We use these tactics all
the time to prevent our children from coming to harm; in fact, this is
the psychological basis for scary fairy tales and instinctive good
parenting skills. If your five-year-old runs out into the street and
narrowly avoids getting hit by a car, you grab him by the shoulders and
tell him exactly and in graphic detail what would have happened had
the car hit him: in other words, scare the living daylights out of him so
he won’t do it again.

So the scare-tactic method works particularly well with very young
children for risky behaviours that result in a natural fear-response
anyway: dodging cars, teasing angry dogs, walking in dark alleys at
night, etc. All these activities naturally provoke the ‘fight or flight’
response. The child’s natural instincts confirm the parent or teacher’s
warning: it must be dangerous because it feels scary. Unfortunately,
this is not so with most drugs, legal or illegal, or with alcohol. However
scary we make cancer, alcohol poisoning, flashbacks, or a heroin
overdose sound, as soon as the child tries the drug, he or she most
likely experiences a completely new, exciting and pleasurable sensation.
At this point, the dire warnings and parental predictions of immediate
and gruesome consequences are relegated to the realm of fairy tale. The
child now places alcohol in the category of ‘cool things adults don’t
want us to enjoy’ along with sex, drugs, loud music, credit cards,
motorbikes, etc; and the substance becomes immediately desirable.
This is why appropriate alcohol and drug education must begin before
children start experimenting with the substances and must focus on
accurate, not overly-exaggerated, information, as well as social and

                                                
4 Parker et al (1998)
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personal skills training. The child with high self-esteem, good reasoning
skills, personal ambition, self-awareness and sound knowledge of drugs
and alcohol will be more resistant to peer pressure and the lure of risk-
laden thrills.5 If he experiments once or twice anyway, which most
teenagers are likely to do, he is, at least, able to make a rational, well-
informed decision about repeating his experience.

It is tempting to view young binge-drinkers or drug users as simple,
misguided individuals who just don’t understand the risks involved.
Many deterrence programmes that rely solely on ‘shock’ or ‘scare’
tactics use this as their basic premise. Unfortunately, there is no one
simple explanation for drug use or excessive alcohol use. Each
individual’s choice is based on a complex interplay of physical,
psychological, social, and personal reasons. The individual’s
knowledge about the risks associated with use of the substance may
influence their decision, so increasing knowledge of the risks may play
a part in deterring use, but only a small part. We therefore cannot
expect a short, one-off informational presentation about drugs or
alcohol to achieve rapid, radical, or long-term changes in individuals.

Paradox of alcohol education
The answer lies in striking a delicate balance. On the one hand, children
must be aware of the very real and potentially fatal dangers of drinking
too much, and they must have a clear idea of what ‘too much’ is. On
the other hand, alcohol education must seek to normalise and temper
children’s expectations about the effects of alcohol. If they perceive
drinking to be a normal, mundane, non-glamorous or non-risky aspect
of daily human life, they have a much greater chance of becoming
sensible, controlled adult drinkers. They may well have seen such
sensible drinking at their family table or in a pub garden, for example. If
they are encouraged to think of drinking as an exciting rite of passage
that separates the child from the adult and of alcohol as a terrifying
elixir with near-magic qualities, they will seek to steal the privilege
prematurely.

Much of current drug and alcohol prevention education has been
shown to not only reduce the age of first experimentation, but also
increase the level of consumption.6 Why is this so? Mainly because

                                                
5 Botvin, G.J. (1983); Botvin, G.J., & Wills, T.A. (1985).
6 Botvin et al (1990)
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educators have sought to accentuate the negative about alcohol – the
dangers, the deaths, the diseases. At the primary-school level, this is
relatively easy. Children already have negative attitudes about alcohol.
At secondary school, this is more difficult as pupils have already begun
to drink and are highly sceptical about the supposed ‘dangers’.

Previous research has shown that behavioural consequences of drinking
are largely determined by cultural expectations. 7 On the research
evidence available, it is clear that changes in beliefs and expectancies
about the effects of alcohol can and do lead to changes in behaviour
associated with drinking.  Educational programmes which reinforce
existing beliefs and expectations about disinhibition, intoxication and
aggression will increase the prevalence of these anti-social behavioural
effects. If young people view alcohol misuse and problem drinking as
‘the norm’, they are less likely to become responsible, sensible drinkers
themselves.

So what can programmes such as Alcoshots or Respect it! hope to
achieve? Many studies have shown that increasing awareness of
personal susceptibility to risk does decrease the motivation to use drugs
and alcohol. These realisations are crucial to information-based
interventions designed to reduce the use of harmful substances.8 This
may seem obvious: tell someone a substance is harmful and they will
be less inclined to ingest it. Unfortunately, the educational process is
not that simple. Most young people tend to be overly optimistic about
the probability of being harmed by drugs, or anything else for that
matter.9 Telling a 15-year-old that consuming 10 pints of beer in a 4-
hour session could put him at serious risk of death is a surprisingly
ineffective way of preventing him from binge drinking. Similarly, the
element of risk is, for many young people, an added attraction to drug-
taking or binge-drinking. So are we wasting our time?

No. In challenging the "conventional wisdom" about the inability of
information to affect behaviour, Bachman et al. concluded that
"information about risks and consequences of drug use, communicated
by a credible source, can be persuasive and can play an important role

                                                
7 Bacon (1973); Heath (1989);  MacAndrew & Edgerton (1969); Marshall (1985)

8 Cvetkovich, G., et al (1987)

9 Gonzalez, G.M., & Haney, M.L. (1990).

Risk-awareness
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in reducing demand, which ultimately must be the most effective means
of reducing drug use."10

The question then is: do secondary school pupils view their teachers as
‘credible sources’ of information about alcohol? The young people
who participated in this evaluation were divided on the issue. In
general, the moderate drinkers and non-drinkers thought yes; those
who drank regularly and/or heavily thought no. About any other
subject – maths, biology, history, -- pupils felt teachers were far better
informed than they, but when it came to alcohol and drugs, one boy
summed it up in an off-tape comment:

Teachers don’t know any more than we do, probably less
because they just don’t do it … not like we do anyway.

Known risk factors
By examining the causes, or factors closely associated with
problematic drinking, we can design more effective and relevant
educational interventions. What does research tell us are the factors
that lead to risky or excessive alcohol consumption among young
people?

1. Alcohol outcome expectancies
Alcohol outcome expectancies are far better predictors of excessive
consumption and of dependency than attitudes towards alcohol.11

Positive expectancies, that is, the individual’s belief that drinking
alcohol will have positive social, sexual, or mood outcomes,
consistently predict persistent alcohol dependence in young adults.12

Several studies have found that adolescents who consume the most
alcohol also believe that negative consequences are unlikely and that
personal and social enhancement and facilitation are likely.13

2. Perceived opposite-sex peer expectations of alcohol and
consumption levels.

                                                
10 Bachman, J.G., et al (1988).
11 Wall and Hinson (1998)
12 Kilbey M.M., et al (1998)
13 Grube J.W., and  Agostinelli G.E. (1999)
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What young people think their opposite-sex friends expect from
alcohol, and how much they think their peers drink, also influences
their own drinking behaviour.14

The influence of the two beliefs (perceptions) described above has
actually been found to outweigh negative experiences when predicting
substance abuse. In other words, one would think that horrible
experiences with drinking, such as severe intoxication, hangovers,
accidents, risky behaviour, fighting, getting into trouble, etc., or the fear
of these experiences, would influence a young person’s future drinking
behaviour. On the contrary, studies have found that a young person’s
perception of the positive outcomes of drinking, together with their
estimation of how and how much their friends drink, are far more
influential than their own negative experiences.15 As we saw in focus
groups, negative experiences with alcohol do not, in themselves,
prevent future alcohol abuse.

4. Lack of social/ life skills
Research in the field of drinking behaviour has shown strong
relationships between both social skills and drinking, and alcohol
expectancies and drinking among young people. In a recent study,
adolescent alcohol involvement was associated with deficits in social
skills, positive alcohol expectancies, and negative cognitive structures
concerning parents and teachers.16

What educational counter-measures can we take to reduce the
prevalence of these risk factors? We can design programmes that:

1. Increase social ability / life-skills training
2. Offer a realistic portrayal of negative consequences
3. Change normative beliefs (i.e. promote realistic understanding

of peer drinking and peer expectancies)
4. Increase understanding of alcohol’s real effects
5. Deliver alcohol education via credible presenters

Educational and preventive efforts need to acknowledge the perceived
positive personal and social functions that alcohol fulfils for young

                                                
14 Mooney D. K.; Gilbert B.O. et al. (1999)
15  Boys A., et al (1999)
16 Gaffney L.R.; Thorpe K.; et al (1998)

Counter-measures

Effective
programmes
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people. The continuing focus on the negative consequences of alcohol
use may be having very little effect in changing drinking behaviour.

Educational programmes that focus on personal and social skills have a
greater long-term impact on drug and alcohol ‘resistance’.17 The
theoretical basis of this is that children with little sense of self-worth or
self-efficacy skills are unlikely to make wise, information-based
decisions about their personal health. Some information-based
programmes have, in fact, been shown to increase experimentation with
drugs and alcohol.

Another approach that has been suggested by anthropologists is
behavioural change through altered expectations and perceptions of
cultural norms. Previous research has shown that behavioural
consequences of drinking are largely determined by cultural
expectations. 18 On the research evidence available, it is clear that
changes in ‘normative’ beliefs and expectancies about the effects of
alcohol can and do lead to changes in behaviour associated with
drinking.  Educational programmes which reinforce existing beliefs and
expectations about disinhibition, intoxication and aggression will
increase the prevalence of these anti-social behavioural effects. If
primary and secondary school children view alcohol misuse and
problem drinking as ‘the norm’, they are less likely to become
responsible, sensible drinkers themselves.

Several researchers have found that exaggerations of alcohol abuse tend
to create self-fulfilling prophecies. Young people seek to conform to
what they believe is their peers’ behaviour. Perceptions of the drinking
behaviour of others strongly influence actual drinking behaviour.19

Essentially, young people tend to believe that their peers drink much
more than they actually do. Young people will generally try to live up
to this distorted image of what their peers believe and do – they try to
conform.

Experiments at several American Colleges proved that alcohol abuse on
campus could be reduced simply by emphasising positive, rather than
negative statistics. Instead of publicising the fact that, for example,
25% of college students were binge drinkers, bold headlines were
created stating that 75% of all college students were sensible,

                                                
17 Hurry & Lloyd (1997)

18 See Bacon (1973); Heath (1989); MacAndrew & Edgerton (1969); Marshall (1985)
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responsible drinkers who were never in trouble due to alcohol abuse.
Drunken incidents were reduced significantly as a result.20

It is not necessarily how much a society drinks that determines what
problems it has, but what it believes alcohol does.

Critchlow summarised the accumulated evidence about alcohol and
violence thus:

On a cultural level it seems to be the negative consequences of
alcohol that hold most powerful sway over our thinking.
Because alcohol is seen as a cause of negative behaviour,
alcohol-related norm violations are explained with reference to
drinking rather than the individual. Thus, by believing that
alcohol makes people act badly, we give it a great deal of
power. Drinking becomes a tool that legitimates irrationality
and excuses violence without permanently destroying an
individual’s moral standing or the society’s system of rules and
ethics.21

Many leading educators and scientists agree that a change in drinking
culture is possible. Kate Fox concludes a large body of work with the
following recommendations, which are particularly appropriate for this
report:

Engineering a shift in beliefs might, however, be one of the most
effective strategic approaches to reducing alcohol-related
problems. The historical and cross-cultural evidence shows
that such changes in beliefs regularly occur, suggesting that
attempts to promote a shift in expectations would not be ‘going
against nature’ in any sense. Presenting a basis for alternative
beliefs about the effects of alcohol, stressing social harmony
and relaxation rather than aggression, promiscuity or anti-
social conduct, should, according to the evidence available,
result in corresponding changes in alcohol-related
behaviour.22

                                                                                                             
19 Berkowitz (1991), Graham (1991), Haines (1996), Hansen (1991), and Prentice
(1993)

20 Perkins and Wechsler (1996)

21 Critchlow (1986)

22 Fox, K. (2000)
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In this evaluation, we looked for elements in both TACADE teaching
packs that reflected the above measures.

The alcohol education package designed on the basis of all the latest
research has yet to be conceived. For now, the TACADE products
may be the best on the market.

33 ..   EE vv aa ll uu aa tt ii oo nn
MM ee tt hh oo dd oo ll oo gg yy

All TACADE materials have been through exhaustive and meticulous
review by the evaluator. This has consisted of line-by-line analysis and
full illumination and assessment of the underlying paradigms or the
theoretical basis of all lesson plans.

This process has not been pain-free. As evaluators, we have been
thorns in TACADE’s side for nearly a year. Nonetheless, all members
of TACADE have shown us nothing but fully professional co-
operation and courtesy, despite having their workload doubled as a
result of our continual demands and criticisms. They have written and
re-written, added to, ripped up or re-designed at least one third of the
original materials. Although we haven’t always agreed on every point,
every step of the evaluation process has been characterised by
dynamic and fruitful dialogue and realistic compromise. We have agreed
that the process, while time-consuming and strenuous, has resulted in
educational products that are factually accurate, up-to-date, and, as far
as has been possible, teacher- and pupil-tested.

It must be emphasised that the evaluation of  Respect it! should be
considered as a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of the
programme. Funds were not available for a longitudinal study. The
purpose of this evaluation was to:

1. monitor the initial design of materials to ensure that they
reflected the most up-to-date theoretical platforms of alcohol
education and

2. measure the immediate impact of a few lessons on a small
sample of pupils.
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Objectives
Our main objectives in these evaluations were to:

1. Review the materials thoroughly for accuracy,
comprehensive coverage of all facets of alcohol
education, accessibility to each age level, and, with the
secondary-school materials, concordance with the Key
Stage requirements for each year group.

2. Test the materials in a classroom setting and assess the
impact on pupils’ knowledge, attitudes and intentions
regarding alcohol.

3. Assess how well the products achieved their own
stated aims (see above).

4. Solicit and review feedback from teachers on the
usefulness and relevance of the structure and content of
the materials.

5. Recommend changes to the materials at each stage of
the evaluation; review and assess the changes made.

Process + Impact evaluation
The evaluation of the materials combined process evaluation (a review
of the programme at each stage of its development) with impact
evaluation (an assessment of the impact of the final product on pupils
and teachers). The dual-method evaluation sought to examine the
quality, relevance, and immediate effects of the programmes in effecting
change in knowledge and attitude.

Sample size
Approximately 200 children aged 11-16 from 6 schools participated in
the evaluation.

Evaluation instruments
The following instruments were used in both evaluations:

• Semi-structured interviews with teachers and other key
participants;

• Pupil questionnaires before and after the programmes;
• Classroom observation;
• Before and after focus groups with pupils;
• Teacher questionnaires
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Statistical analysis
Unless otherwise stated, all results are significant to a level of 0.01 (as
confirmed by a Chi-square test for statistical significance).

Internal validity of the results
Results were obtained from a small but representative sample of
schoolchildren: sufficient for meaningful evaluation of the effectiveness
and impact of the TACADE programmes, but not for full
generalisations to other populations of young people regarding drinking
behaviour, attitudes, or other measures.

Indicators of success

Usually, the ultimate goal of alcohol programmes is to change
drinking behaviour. Evaluation, in this context, is the process of
determining the degree to which changes in behavioural patterns are
actually taking place. But since most evaluations are of short
projects, how can we measure such an outcome if we do not follow
participants through years of school, or in and out of the pub for
months or years? The only reliable strategy is to make an
assessment of the programme’s impact on participant’s attitudes,
beliefs, knowledge, skills and intentions in the short term and,
guided by accepted theoretical platforms, formulate an educated
guess as to the long-term impact. The steps we therefore take in
this process are as follows:

1) Assess the retention and comprehension of
information given by the programme.

2) Determine whether the participants experienced a
shift in attitude, perceptions, belief, or knowledge
about alcohol.

3) Identify improvements in participants’ ‘life-skills’
abilities in relation to alcohol.

4) Gather data on self-reported previous alcohol use
and on self-reported future drinking intentions, and
record changes pre and post-programme.

5) Compare changes pre- and post-programme in the
pupils’ interpretation of alcohol-related behaviour.

Changing behaviour
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Theoretical basis
Through ‘before and after’ focus groups and questionnaires, the
Alcoshots and Respect it! evaluations tested several features of the
following theories and educational models:

• Health belief theory (increased perception of risk
leads to behaviour change).  The pupils were asked
to assess the dangers of drinking large amounts of
alcohol. They were questioned in focus groups
about the likelihood of the adverse consequences of
alcohol poisoning happening to them. After the
programme we looked for signs that the pupils had
a more realistic understanding of the risks
associated with alcohol abuse.

• Sociocultural model (modifying social drinking
norms through attitude change will reduce incidence
of abuse). After the programme, we looked for
signs that pupils were more accepting of sensible
drinking as a normal, non-threatening, non-exciting
part of a healthy lifestyle.

• Social reinforcement theory (social controls on
drinking behaviour are more effective than external
controls). After the lessons, we sought to
determine if pupils were less accepting of
irresponsible, unsafe, drunken behaviour.

• Social learning/self-efficacy model (alcohol and drug
abuse can be prevented by increasing personal
skills). After the programmes, we assessed the
degree to which pupils had learned and practiced
new ways of refusing (and accepting) drinks, and
felt more confident about their ability to make
informed choices about drinking.

We also asked for feedback from teachers on the following aspects of
the programme:

• Perceived usefulness and versatility of the
programme

• Degree of satisfaction with pupil response and
reaction

• Compatibility with curriculum
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• Level of confidence with programme materials and
resources

Problems with the evaluation

Despite a clear explanatory letter and personal phone calls to all
teachers who agreed to participate, the purpose and process was not
properly understood by three of the six involved: one thought that it
was more important to teach the lesson than to administer the
evaluation task and sent no feedback at all; another sent in the post-
lesson questionnaires only; a third felt the teachers’ evaluation form
was too lengthy, sent it back incomplete and wrote “I fail to see how
my personal opinions are useful in evaluating an education pack for
young people.”

Ideally, Galahad researchers should have been present at every school
to conduct the evaluation. At Oxted school, where they were present,
the co-operation was excellent and the feedback extremely useful.
Unfortunately, the funding levels for the evaluation did not allow for
this kind of hands-on administration across the country.

We found that the process evaluation (reviewing the materials and re-
drafting certain sections) took far longer than was anticipated. Going
through the materials line by line, concept by concept, and coming to
agreement on changes took up to four weeks of solid work, not the
anticipated three or four days. After the impact evaluation results were
in, even more revisions were necessary.

Although we are confident that both Respect it! and Alcoshots are now
excellent products, they have not been subjected to final testing.
Classroom testing of the second draft dictated extensive re-design and
re-writing, but the third draft was not then evaluated to ensure that it
worked any better. In the final analysis, our conclusions about the final
materials, therefore, are based on professional expertise. We found the
flaws in the programme and corrected them. Over the next school year,
teachers and pupils will have to pass the final judgment.

Teacher co-operation

Process evaluation

Final testing
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44 ..   FF oo cc uu ss   GG rr oo uu pp   FF ii nn dd ii nn gg ss

Pre-lesson focus groups – Respect it! and Alcoshots
Drinking, and drunken behaviours, are embedded within a matrix of
social, cultural, political, economic and community influences. These
include beverage choices, the places where they are bought and
consumed, when they are consumed, how they are consumed, who is
present when they are consumed, what other behaviours accompany
drinking, proper topics of conversation when drinking, how to act
when intoxicated, and so on.

Like adults, teenagers have their own reasons, rules and customs for
drinking. Alcohol serves a positive function in the personal and social
worlds of many young people. To be effective, alcohol education must
acknowledge the positive function that alcohol plays in the young
person’s social matrix. Studies have shown that experience of the
negative effects of alcohol have little influence on future patterns of
use.23 To focus solely on the negative effects and consequences of
drinking, therefore, could be a dead-on-arrival strategy for alcohol
education to adopt. The social or cultural meaning of drinking is far
more important and influential to young people than its potential
danger.

The aim of the pre-class focus groups for both Alcoshots and Respect
it! was to build up a picture of not only the pupils’ experience with
alcohol, their knowledge, expectations and attitudes, but also of the
social role that drinking played in their lives.

For each of these areas, researchers used the following protocols as a
guide to group discussions:

Sample questions:
Have you ever had a drink? Do you drink? What do you like
about it? What’s your favourite drink? Have you ever been
drunk? – What was it like? – How do you feel about it? – Will
you do it again? – Was it a good/bad experience?

Sample questions:

                                                
23 Boys; Marsden; Griffiths et al (1999)

Experience

Knowledge
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What is alcohol? – Where does it come from? – Is it dangerous?
How / Why?  How much is too much? Is it healthy? What are
safe limits? Does alcohol affect men and women differently?
Can alcohol change the way you feel? How does a person get
addicted to alcohol? What causes a hangover? How can you
prevent it?

Sample questions:
What will one drink do to you? Or 2 –3 – 4 –5? How will it
make you feel? Can you drink consistently without getting
drunk? Does everybody get drunk on alcohol? Do different
drinks affect people differently? Does alcohol make people
aggressive?

Sample questions:
Why do people drink? How do your friends feel about people
who don’t drink? What are some reasons for not drinking?
Should young people drink? When is it wrong to drink? Who
should not drink? Are teenagers pressured to drink?

Key points summary
ß Pupils exhibited very little understanding of the basic facts

about alcohol concerning: the law, short and long-term dangers
of abuse, metabolism, addiction, first-aid, tolerance, etc.

ß Alcohol plays a central role in the social lives of at least half of
the pupils in this group. Drinking behaviour can define an
individual’s status, character, image, and reputation. Drinking
together maintains bonds between friends and clarifies group
membership. Giving drinks as gifts also maintains bonds of
friendship and group hierarchies.

ß Pupils learn acceptable drinking behaviour from observing older
siblings and older pupils.

ß Most pupils are curious about alcohol’s effects and eager to
learn ‘the facts.’

ß Binge-drinking is perceived to be the ‘normal’ way to drink.

Expectations

Attitudes/beliefs
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Focus group themes

The question ‘what is alcohol?’ is not easy to answer. Most adults
struggle to find a definition beyond ‘a drink that gets you drunk’. One
would not expect 14-year-olds to come up with anything as learned as:
“Any of a large class of organic compounds that contain one or more
hydroxyl groups attached to carbon atoms.” Nor even: “a colourless
volatile inflammable liquid forming the intoxicating element in wine,
beer, spirits, etc.” [Oxford English Dictionary]. Asking the question,
however, can reveal what pupils have already been taught and how
well they understand the information. In the following exchange, the
label ‘depressant’ as applied to alcohol has obviously been
encountered before. The boys interpret this label to mean that alcohol
‘depresses’ you.

Moderator (Mod): So if I was to say what is alcohol? What
answers would you give me?
Pause
M1: It’s a drink.
M2: Um…
M3: It gets you drunk.
M4: Depresses you.
M5: Yeah, depresses you.
M6: It’s a depressant. 24

Later on in the discussion it became obvious that the boys believed
alcohol had, in fact, the opposite effect, i.e. to elevate mood (unless one
was depressed before drinking). This dissonance between education
and reality came up in several discussion groups.

Knowledge of how alcohol is made was patchy:

Mod: Where does it [alcohol] come from?
M3: Brewery.
M1: Shops.
Mod: Is it something that occurs naturally?

                                                
24 In this report, excerpts from focus group transcripts identify participants only as
Male (M) or Female (F) Interruptions are indicated by a forward slash at the point of
interruption. Clarification of the speaker’s meaning is given in brackets. Short pauses
are indicated by ellipses; longer pauses are noted as ‘Pause’.

Alcohol knowledge

Basic understanding of
alcohol
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M6: Like cider’s fermented…/
/M2: That’s natural?/
/M6: Something like that.

In all groups, pupils had very little knowledge or understanding of
alcohol laws, strengths, measurements, or metabolism. Among girls,
most factual information about alcohol came from their mothers. The
girls would listen to the advice and then attempt to explain it. For
example:

“… like my mum’s always screaming ‘as long as you’ve eaten
things!’ because when you’ve eaten it makes it [alcohol] less
effective, I think.”

Boys, it seemed, were more influenced by stories told by peers,
advertising, and hearsay.

While they knew that drink driving was against the law, girls had a
weak grasp on the details:

Mod: So have you learnt anything about the drink-driving laws and all
that? Would you know how much you could drink?
F1: Can’t you drink like. … uh?
F2: If you had a crazy night before …
F3: A glass of wine?
F4: You can only have 22 units a week or something … or I’m not
sure about that.
F5: I don’t know.

Boys were not much more confident about their answers:

Mod: So you talked about being over the drink-driving limit,
what is the drink-driving limit?
M2: One, um… A pint isn’t it?
M1: You’re not allowed to have anything now are you?
M4: Aren’t you?
M2: Yeah, it’s a pint, one pint I think you’re allowed to have.
M1: Could be half.

It may not seem directly relevant, as these pupils are not old enough to
drive, but driving is something they are all looking forward to doing. It
is, to them, an important rite of passage into adulthood. With this age
group, linking alcohol education to attractive activities such as driving
and sex may increase interest and knowledge-retention rates.

Origin of information

The law
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The law on underage people drinking in pubs is actually quite confusing.
Below are the relevant sections of the law:

• No intoxicating liquor may be administered to a
child under five years of age except under medical
supervision or in the case of sickness or other urgent
cause. (Children Act 1908)
• Children under 14 years of age accompanied by an
adult are allowed in the bars of licensed premises
which have been granted a ‘children’s certificate’.
• Children aged 16 and over may purchase and
consume, with a meal, beer, porter, cider or perry.
• Other than the exception above, no person under
18 can buy alcohol in licensed premises, nor have
alcohol bought for them by another for consumption
in a bar. In pubs and off-licences, employees aged
under 18s may not sell alcohol unless the sale is
specifically approved by the licence holder or a person
acting on his behalf who is aged 18 or over.
• At age 5 and over, children may be supplied with
and consume alcohol in registered clubs, and may
consume but not buy alcohol in licensed premises
provided the alcohol is ancillary to a meal and bought
by an accompanying adult.25

One has to read the above very carefully to understand that children over 5
can consume alcohol in pubs if 1) the pub has a children’s certificate, 2)
the drink is bought for them by a parent or accompanying adult, and 3) the
drink accompanies a meal. Under 16’s can drink in pubs, they just can’t
buy it for themselves in absence of a meal. A person over 18 may not buy
alcohol for an under-18 in a bar. But, with a meal, an older friend or sibling
could, legally, buy a pint for his seven-year old brother in the restaurant
section of a pub.

The pupils in these focus groups were under the impression that they
were ‘getting away with it’ when older friends bought them drinks. In the
absence of a meal, or in the bar section of a licensed premise, this would
indeed be illegal. Perhaps drinking alcohol in pubs would seem less
glamorous and exciting if more parents and children realised that, under the
right circumstances, a child of five can do it.

Most pupils were confused by the concept of alcohol poisoning. A few
correctly identified the cause as ‘too much alcohol’ in the blood, but many

                                                
25 Institute of Alcohol Studies.

Alcohol poisoning
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thought that alcohol poisoning was caused by mixing drinks, as the
following comment by a 14 year-old pupil demonstrates:

“If you just mixed all your drinks together, you didn’t realise that –
I mean mixing like spirits and beer and wine together – it could like
give you alcohol poisoning.”

Among pupils of this age group, safe limits of alcohol are measured based
on feeling, not fact. Most pupils agreed that the only way to know if one
has drunk too much is by the way one feels after drinking. They
acknowledged, however, that the feeling of drunkenness usually comes as a
bit of a surprise, as is evident in the following descriptions:

F1: It gets to the stage though, where it’s all right in the beginning but
then you start to feel, I mean some people, like, you feel like not in
control.  I don’t like that; it’s all right when you’re just messing about
but after a while… Cause it takes a while doesn’t it?
F2: Your brain’s still going as normal, but you’re saying ‘I can’t do
anything I can’t like…’
F3: You’ve been sitting down for about an hour or so, but then you get
up and you go ‘Oh, my god, what on earth has happened?’
F4: It’s funny.

According to the Oxted pupils, finding a safe limit of alcohol
consumption has little to do with science or metabolism but quite a lot
to do with the individual:

F4: Everyone’s different.
F3: Some can take more.
Mod: So how do you know how much you can take?
F4: Experiment.
F3: Yeah.
F2: Everyone just has to find out what’s too much.

Although some pupils had heard that it takes a set amount of time for
alcohol to leave the blood, most were still unaware of this concept.
Several thought the process of elimination could be speeded up, as in
the following:

Mod: So is there anything you can do to get rid of the alcohol
that’s in you, it’s gone into your blood, is there anything you
can do to get rid of it?
M: Drink water. Flush it out.
…

Safe limits

Metabolism times
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Mod: So if you drank a pint of lager, how long would it be
before there was no more alcohol in your blood stream?
M2: Isn’t it like a day or something?
M1: About 4 or 5 hours. 6 hours.
M2: It depends on if you drink water, like if you drink a lot of
water it goes.

As we have seen in focus groups elsewhere,26 tolerance to alcohol is
confused with the concept of ‘immunity’ to the effects of alcohol. The
girls in this group observed that people who drink regularly seem to be
less and less affected by alcohol over time. They assume, quite
logically, that regular drinkers build up immunity to alcohol – that it
works in a similar way to a vaccine. In the following exchange, the
Oxted School girls tried to explain the phenomenon of increasing
tolerance:

F1: … I don’t think it’s age, it’s whether you drink a lot
because I don’t think my brother is as hammered when he
comes in now as he was before, but [he is] drinking the same
amount.
F2: Like maybe like you start to get immune to it.
F3: Or you’re able to cope better with it.
F4: Or maybe it’s self control.
F5: Yeah.
F1: If you drink a lot but slowly you sort of get used to it.
Because my brothers, they just, they don’t drink that much,
but they just get used to it so they don’t get too drunk,
sometimes.

These girls did talk about avoiding getting drunk but, interestingly, their
tactics had little to do with moderating the amount they drink on any
one occasion; rather, they planned to steadily increase their intake so as
to increase their tolerance and thus avoid embarrassing drunkenness.
The way to get less drunk, according to them, is to drink more.

Very few pupils in any of the focus groups thought that alcohol was a
physically addictive substance. They thought alcoholics were
psychologically addicted to ‘the effects’, rather than to the substance,
as the following conversation illustrates:

                                                
26 See for example Galahad SMS Ltd: ‘Final Report on the evaluation of Down in
One: an alcohol awareness programme for the National Federation of Young Farmers’
Clubs’. May 2001

Tolerance
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Mod: What about alcoholism, how does that happen, people that are
alcoholics, what does that mean to you?
F1: When they can’t any longer have a good time without drink and
they rely on it for themselves to cope with daily life.
F2: Yeah, they have to have more and more to get the effects they
want…
F3: Maybe that’s the same thing as you were saying earlier about how
the longer you drink it for a period of time, it takes you more to get
drunk, maybe that’s it with the alcoholics, they need more and more to
get the effects.
Mod: But would you say that alcohol is an addictive substance, can
you get addicted to it?
F/F: Yeah.
F2: Yeah, you could probably, it’s probably not like addicted to the
thing that you get.
F4: Yeah, it’s probably the feeling, rather than like with
nicotine, that’s the drug that’s … but I think it’s more the
feeling, the … more social factors of being drunk that you
like rather than…

The boys thought that alcoholism and depression went hand in hand. It
was difficult for them to conceive of a happy person becoming
addicted to alcohol:

Mod: Can anybody get addicted to alcohol?
M/M: Yeah.
Mod: How would you say that happens?
M1: By drinking a lot.
M2: If you’re like down, and you have a drink…/
/M1: It makes you even worse, yeah, it makes you worse so
you have another one.
M2: Yeah. To try and cheer yourself up and then it makes you
worse.
Mod: What about happy people that drink to be happy, can
they become addicted? I mean if they’re not depressed to start
with?
M1: Um, don’t know.

The boys made no distinction between a drinking problem and
addiction. A person who had a drinking problem must, in their minds,
be addicted.
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The girls at Oxted School were quite aware that their knowledge about
alcohol was patchy and inadequate. They expressed a desire to know
more:

Mod: So speaking of teaching lessons, in terms of alcohol
education, is there anything about alcohol that you just don’t
understand or you feel that you’d like to know more about?
F1: Just really the facts, it’s all very sketchy like if you eat
food the effects are less, or it takes something like 6 or 4-6
hours to process or something, and you shouldn’t drink; just
like I don’t know the actual facts, I only know the sketchy
outlines.
F2: Yeah.  Like the actual things it does to you, you know
you get drunk and if you drink too much it might make you
ill, but you don’t know what it’s doing each time.
F3: You don’t know how much it takes to get drunk or how
much it takes to get ill, there’s no like facts, we just know basic
things that you’ve just caught along the way.
F4: Yeah, that people have just like said, every now and again.

Boys and girls found different facts interesting. Girls, for example,
latched on to the idea that alcohol could be fattening and, all of a
sudden, took a greater interest in moderating consumption. One girl
claimed to know that drinks were fattening but couldn’t say exactly by
how much:

F1: But, I know that they’re fattening, but I don’t think many
people do know they’re fattening.  You don’t really know
about it, and you wouldn’t know how fattening it was.
F2: No.
Mod: Do you think that would be something that would be
interesting information to have?
F1/F2: Yeah.
F1: Oh, yeah, it would put loads of people off I think.
F3: Especially women.
F2: Yeah.
F4: Yeah, they probably think, “Fattening! No we won’t do
that” because they want to keep looking their best.

Desirable
knowledge

Gender-specific
information

Calorie content
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In both focus groups, girls said that they wanted more information on
how to deal with drunken people.

F1: I think we should have been taught how to look after
someone who’s drunk.
F2/F3: Yeah.
F1: Because the amount of times we’ve had to do that!

Several girls recounted situations in which they had to care for a very
drunk person. Some had been quite distressed by not knowing what to
do, as this girl describes:

F1: I was at this party and my boyfriend got really, really
drunk and he locked himself in the bathroom, like throwing up
and then he passed out and we had to break down the door to
get to him.
F2: Oh my God!
F1: We couldn’t get in, we couldn’t wake him up, so we were
trying to see if there was a window open and there wasn’t so
we thought o.k. we can either smash the glass in the window or
break the door down, so we ended up breaking the door down.
And then we were in there, and there was loads of sick
everywhere and I had to sit in there with him.
Mod: So when you found him, what did you do?
F1: Well, he actually turned out to be already awake, but we
were prodding, because we couldn’t get to him, we tried to
wake him up so we got a knife and started prodding him!

The boys also told stories about drunken people they had seen, but
they were far less concerned about them than the girls, or they didn’t
want to admit that they didn’t know what to do. For example, one boy
recounts:

“I went to a party somewhere and there was this person who just
went mad and drunk quite a lot and then ended up with hypothermia
and unconscious in this car. He drunk so much that he went and sat
in his car and he threw up when he was unconscious. When we found
him, he had hypothermia.”

If this had happened to a person they knew, most boys felt that their
responsibility ended with ‘calling him a cab’.

Many girls were afraid of being put in a situation where they might be
in the path of a drunken stranger. From alcohol education classes, they
wanted more practical information on how to handle people who had

Dealing with drunks
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become emotional, ‘out of control’, violent, or ‘paralytic’. When asked
what they would do around someone ‘acting up’, one group became
quite confused, as the following exchange illustrates:

F1: I wouldn’t know how to …
F2: It’s a really difficult situation.
F3: Try and calm them down wouldn’t you?
F1: I’m not sure, if they were going a bit aggressive, really
really aggressive and you don’t know them very well...
F4: Make everybody walk away from them, make everybody
keep away from them.
F1: Yeah, keep away.
F4: But if they’re like crying or emotional, you could probably,
if you could make them sit down and give them a glass of water
or something/
/F3: calm them down and calm them down so you could try
and get that to happen.

They also recognised that being drunk themselves made them more
vulnerable to assault:

F: Because maybe when you drink too much, men may take advantage
if you don’t know what you’re doing, it could easily happen.

Boys, when asked what information they would like to have about
alcohol, tended to focus on verifying strange and bizarre stories such as
“Is it true that you can get drunk by pouring vodka into your eye?”
and “Do you get more drunk if you drink through a straw?” They did
take a more serious interest in anything to do with alcohol and sex, and
they seemed to have a fascination with the diuretic effects of alcohol –
lager in particular – as the following comments show:

Mod: Is there something you’ve always wanted to know,
something you’ve never quite figured out or don’t understand
about alcohol?
Pause
M1: … why do you always have a pee when you’re drinking?
M2: Yeah, when you’re drinking lager or something.
M1: Yeah, when you’re drinking lager you always want to go
to the toilet all the time.

Boys may respond better to alcohol education if the starting point is a
bizarre story or a challenging question relating to sex or urination.

Bizarre facts
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Starting a class by asking, for example: “Why do you pee more when
you drink alcohol?” can lead to an understanding of the diuretic effects,
the metabolism of alcohol by the liver, dehydration and an explanation
of hangovers, etc., all without losing the interest of boys. For girls,
interest is peaked when they are shown facts indicating that alcohol use
affects aspects of life important to them, such as looks, weight gain,
relationships, reputation and personal safety.

Girls: 50% self-reported as ‘every weekend’ drinkers; 50% as
‘occasional’ drinkers

Boys: 66% self-reported as ‘every weekend’ drinkers. 34% as
‘occasional’ drinkers.

All pupils knew that they were not allowed to be served drinks in a
pub on their own. A few thought that, with their parents, they could
have beer in a pub. Some felt they had successfully deceived bar staff:

M2: Not all pubs are that strict, because I’ve bought like, cause
I’ve said before like ‘my parents are just over there’, and I’ve
bought a round for like £25 and they’ve just said ‘well, get
your parents next time’, they don’t really say much.
Mod: So it’s possible to go into a pub and have a drink?
M/M: Yeah.

Limits on drinking were dictated, for some, by simple economics, as
these girls explain:

Mod: So how much, if you went out for an evening or a party,
how much do you think you would drink?
F1: Depends on how much money I have.
F2: [Drink] Of what though?
Mod: If you had an unlimited budget…
F1: If you’re at a party, then you buy as much as you can with
your money.
Mod: So you wouldn’t count how many you were drinking?
F2: No.
…
F3: Even if I was drunk I’d still accept a drink.

Alcohol experience and attitude

Drinking frequency

Getting served

Consumption levels
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One girl said she hated spending money on alcohol (“It’s just going
down the toilet, isn’t it?”) and would take a bottle of wine from home
to parties. “Because then my parents, they pay for it.”

Boys also measured consumption levels by the wallet:

Mod: Would you say there’s a safe amount to drink?
M1: It depends, like, when you’re drunk anyway you don’t
really want anymore, well you do, but then you can’t find
your money or anything so…
Laughter.
M2: Yeah.

Parties at which alcohol is available to teenagers are infrequent. This
can led some to binge-drink when they have the opportunity:

F2: I think when you’re going somewhere and trying to enjoy
yourself, you take [drink] as much as you can because you
think you might not get the opportunity to do it again.
F3: Yeah, even if I was drunk, I would still not say no to
another drink.
F2: How can you?
F4: I think at the beginning of the night we would have worked
it out before we went out so that I’d probably say oh yeah,
we’ll share a bottle of Malibu or whatever, but then as the
night goes on and other people are offering you drinks, you
have more and more and more.

In general, girls of this age group do not like the taste of alcohol. This
should be a natural deterrent from drinking, but the availability of
‘Alcopops’ has changed this. Nearly without exception, girls state a
preference for spirit mixers – sweet, fruity drinks in which the taste of
alcohol is masked:

F4: … those Smirnoff Ices and Bacardi Breezers, they’re all …
you can drink them and you can’t actually taste the alcohol…

F1: I don’t know, I just tend to like the sort of less alcohol-tasting
things, like fruity…
F2: Yeah, cause you know you’re still drinking alcohol but you’re not
actually … /

Binge drinking

Drink preferences
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/ F1: Like beer, I don’t like.
F3: It’s horrible, strange.
F1: You can’t get, like, a beer drink without alcohol.

Boys seemed well aware that sweet drinks were the domain of girls and
younger children and several, especially the more dominant boys, stated
preferences for beer.

Mod: O.K. So what’s your favourite drink?
M6: I quite like Archers.
M5: Murphys. Lager really, French, Kronenburg.
M4: I don’t really have a favourite, just whatever.
M3: Baileys.
M2: Stella.
M1: Yeah, Fosters, Stella.
M2: Yeah.
MOD: Why do you like that?
M1: It’s a man’s drink, isn’t it.  All my mates drink like vodka
and stuff, but not for me.
Mod: So it’s a man’s drink, what would be a women’s drink?
M1: One of those Tequila Slammers.
M2: Bacardi Breezers.
M/M: Yeah.
Mod: So you wouldn’t drink that?
M1: No, I would, but, I like them but…
M2: Yeah, those Bacardis…
M1: Women’s drink.
M3: Too sweet, like Archers, they’re too sweet.
Mod: So you think women go for more sweet drinks?
M/M/M: Yeah.
Mod: When you were younger, think back to about two/three
years ago, what would you have said was your favourite drink
then?
M2: Probably a sweet drink, Malibu and Coke I used to drink.

Most of the 14-15 year-old girls had already irreversibly coupled
drinking with ‘going out’ as the following exchange illustrates:

Mod: Do you drink every weekend or just on special
occasions, or every night?
F1: Depending.
F2: Yeah.
F3: Just when you go out really.

Going out
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F2: Yeah, it’s Saturday night, got to have a drink!
F3: I don’t really do that, sort of whenever I’m just out or
something.

One girl described going out for a drink as “just the done thing”:

F: Well, it’s just the done thing, well I suppose, isn’t it? In
society, it’s how we do [things] socially … what people do
when they go out socially together.

In focus groups of girls, drinking was associated with individual nights
out; in focus groups of boys, drinking was associated with weekends
as a whole.

To many readers, this may seem an unalarming and uninteresting
observation. After all, what could be more normal than ‘going out for a
drink’? The very mundane quality of this phrase reflects the depth to
which this activity is entrenched in our British culture. But ‘going out
for a drink’ is not a universal aspect of human, or even Western,
behaviour.

‘Going out’ is a fairly common activity among Western liberal
teenagers. All over Europe, the Americas and other westernised
countries, teenagers meet in groups outside their homes to socialise.
What is not universal is the central reference to alcohol as the focus and
purpose of the activity. This is a particularly British and American
phenomenon. Although teenagers in many European countries go out
to meet friends, drinking is usually a secondary, not central activity. In
Italy, for example, there is no equivalent to the English expression ‘to
go out for a drink’. Italians obviously do drink with their friends, but
the invitation would be phrased as ‘let’s go out for a meal’; ‘…for a
stroll’; ‘… for a coffee.’ ‘…for a ride’, etc… Drinking would not be the
focus or purpose of the outing; the emphasis would always be on the
gathering, the meal, the socialising, the event, but not on the drinking.

In the UK, by contrast, the myriad of expressions describing social
drinking is testament to its centrality in our culture: to meet for drinks;
to talk about it over a drink, happy hour; to go on the lash; on the piss;
for a good sesh; on a bender; to get minging, wrecked, bladdered,
slaughtered, wasted, mashed, etc.

The seeming normalcy of this behaviour is what makes alcohol
education so difficult. Activities that people feel are part of ‘normal
social behaviour’ do not lend themselves easily to scrutiny or
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modification. To an outside observer from another culture, the
obsession we have with poisoning ourselves with ethanol in social
situations might seem very odd indeed. The challenge of alcohol
education is to encourage young people to examine drinking behaviour
in light of the facts; to reconsider the assumption that getting
‘bladdered’ on a Saturday night is simply ‘the done thing’.

In one girls’ focus group, four out of six had experienced severe
physical effects of excessive drinking, such as vomiting. None had
anticipated these effects. Unlike the boys, the girls didn’t think such
experiences were necessary to teach young people about the potential
side-effects of alcohol. They are ‘learning’ experiences, they agreed, but
the girls would rather have been prepared through education. Both
boys and girls felt that such negative experiences should influence
future drinking intentions, but admitted that they probably would not.

Despite admissions of infrequent binge drinking at parties, another
group of girls was adamant that they were not putting themselves in
danger.

F1: Well, I don’t think we drink so much that it does us any
damage at the moment.
F2: No.
F1: I don’t know about you but I’m not an alcoholic or
anything.

Many of the teenagers in this study felt that drinking was central to the
feelings and the bonds between friends. If a member of the group does
not drink, his or her intentions can be misinterpreted and regarded with
suspicion. It is assumed that the non-drinker does not want to be part
of the group, or to be happy. Loyalty is called into question. For the
most part, however, the pressure to drink is internal. Each young
person interprets the role and meaning of alcohol in the social group
and eagerly seeks to participate in an activity that will guarantee them
adult status, image and group acceptance. Clearly, a formula hard to
resist.
The girls thought that boys were more susceptible to peer pressure
because they had to maintain a ‘hard’ image. They described girls who
succumbed to peer pressure as being ‘weak’:

Mod: Do you think [peer pressure] affects boys more than
girls?
F1: Yes.
F2: I think it does.

Side-effects

Peer pressure
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F3: I don’t know.
F4: Or you could have the image like hard bone, like they have
to drink because that’s like … cool.
F2: Yeah, and then some, the weaker girls, or not weaker but
they can’t handle not being ‘in’ and things like that, they may
fall into to it and join in.

Although parents featured strongly both as influences on attitudes
towards alcohol and as ‘trustworthy’ sources of advice on drinking,
pupils’ actual drinking behaviour seemed to be determined more by
peer behaviour than by parental influence. Pupils’ comments in
discussions indicated that parents’ advice, although often trusted and
respected in theory, was not necessarily followed in practice.

Teachers appear to have almost no influence at all, either on
pupils’ views and attitudes, or on their behaviour.

The pupils in the focus groups accepted that, for people in their age
group, irresponsible drinking is inevitable:

Mod: In terms of your age group, or just here at this school, do most
people drink normally, sensibly?
F1: Probably not.
F2: I think quite a lot/

                   /F3: go a little bit over the top
F1: I think younger people, like our generation and probably year 11’s
as well, go just a little bit haywire, [they’re] still experimenting.
…
F: People are still a little immature at our age, probably, so they still
think I’m … “nothing can hurt me.”

Many of the young people from Oxted School equated drinking and
going out with getting drunk. For some, there was no point in drinking
at all if one didn’t have enough time or money to get drunk.

The young people in this study seemed to have a good understanding
of the cognitive factors at play in intoxication: they accept, perhaps
more readily than adults, that how they expect to feel can dictate how
they truly feel, regardless of the type or amount of alcohol ingested.

Influence of parents and
teachers

Drinking expectations
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For example, in the following exchange with the moderator, one young
man illustrated the ‘drunk in the mind’ phenomenon:

M3: Why does it make you more drunk when you drink it
through a straw?
Mod: Does it?  You’ve done this experiment?
M2:  I think it does, make you [drunk] quicker.  Well, I think
your mind makes you think you are as well, because you’ve
been told it does, and then when you do it you think, ‘oh it
must be.’

Very few alcohol education programmes make use of this
understanding in teaching moderation strategies.

It is good for children to recognize that alcohol can exaggerate and
intensify our existing state of mind. So if someone is depressed,
getting drunk is likely to make them more depressed; equally, if
someone is feeling very happy, getting drunk is likely to make them
feel ecstatic. But young people should also recognize that, after
drinking, we act largely based on the way we expect to act after
ingesting alcohol. This has been proven time and again by easily
reproducible experiments in which drinkers are given alcohol-
flavoured drinks. Invariably, they exhibit signs of drunkenness.
Likewise, those given real alcohol and told it is alcohol-free, remain
remarkably sober even after ingesting large quantities.

The lessons on consequences, we advised, must not steer pupils
towards the conclusion that alcohol causes bad, inappropriate or
embarrassing behaviour. If this is the conclusion pupils draw, the entire
lesson will merely reinforce and amplify the existing negative
expectations of alcohol. These expectations give alcohol tremendous
power to transform people. If young people believe these powers are
real, they become real and we carry on our cultural problems with
alcohol into the next generation. Drinking is more likely to serve as an
excuse for anti-social behaviour if we believe that these powers are
real.27

Anthropologists, ethnographers, and sociologists have consistently
proven through world-wide cross-cultural studies on drinking that
alcohol-related behaviour is a learned phenomenon. It has very little to
do with chemistry and a lot to do with cultural beliefs about alcohol.

                                                
27 Critchlow, 1986
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Changing those beliefs is the best way we know to change drinking
expectations and behaviour. Young people must be taught that they are
entirely responsible for the way they behave, even when drunk. The
burden of explaining embarrassing moments or lapses of responsibility
should be entirely on the self, not the drinking. Alcohol must therefore
be stripped of its magical powers if we are to teach young people how
to drink and behave responsibly.

Both boys and girls had heard that men and women were affected
differently by alcohol but did not know why. Their attempts to
explain it resulted in a unique perspective on male aggression. One
young woman reasoned that aggression is a man’s way of being
emotional.

Mod: What about men and women, do you think alcohol in general
affects men and women differently?
F1: Isn’t it … it’s different isn’t it because they say you can only
have, women can have less units that men or something anyway, so
maybe it does affect women.  They say one man can have one unit and
women can have like … I don’t know.
F2: The consequences might be different because men might become
violent but I don’t know, women might become emotional.
F1: Might be.
Mod: So women don’t become violent?
F2 : More so in men, I think, because  … it’s their way of being
emotional.

In another group, the girls attempted to describe the process of ‘turning
bad’ in boys under the influence of alcohol:

Mod: … what are the warning signs that someone (who is
drinking) is going to be in trouble? Are there warning signs?
F1: They cry, people cry.
F2: They get over-emotional, like you say something that
usually they would just laugh off and it makes them like….
Mod: Is this blokes as well?
F/F/F: No.
F1: Yeah!
F3: I think they do, come on, they…
F2: They don’t cry … they get really like…
F3: ‘Oh, I love you so much’, and then get really angry and
stuff.
F2: Yeah, really angry.
F1: That’s when you know that they’re turning.

Alcohol-related
aggression
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Mod: They’re turning?
F2: Yeah.
F4: They’re going bad.

In a focus group of boys, the majority agreed that females were as
prone to alcohol-related aggression as males:

“Yeah, my older cousin, he’s 23, when he was out he was
with some girls, and their mates, and they got totally
slaughtered, and then the blokes told them like to stop
drinking or something, and they all took off their heels and
started hitting him, and he had loads of cuts all over his face
where they were hitting them and stuff.”

For boys, manhood appears to be measured by the bottle. At Oxted
School, the groups’ hierarchy was established by proportionate
measurements of vodka. When the group was asked ‘How much could
you drink in one session?’ the leader* (M1) began to answer the
question but was interrupted by M2:

Mod: So how much, lets just go around here, lets start with
you, how much would you say, in one session if you went out
for one evening, how much would you drink, or how much
could you drink?
M1: Me, about, what as in both spirits and beer?

/M2:  I’d say I could finish a
whole bottle of vodka.

M1: I can’t really say, I can say how much I have drunk.  I
went to this place where we could all get served because he
don’t care on Sundays, and I done nine shots of JD doubles,
and nine cans of Stella.

When M2 realised that the leader’s estimate had been less than his
own, he quickly re-adjusted his own capacity downwards:

M2: Basically it depends, I think about 5 or 6 pints, otherwise
about _ to a bottle of vodka.

                                                
* Observation of class behaviour identified this boy as the most popular. Other boys
deferred to him on most occasions. He seated himself first, spoke the loudest, parted
the crowds and set the tone of class behaviour for others to follow.

Measure of manhood
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Going round the group from there, the other boys gave smaller and
smaller estimates:

M3: I’m a lot less.
M4: Small bottle of vodka, just under.
Mod: You mean one of the half bottles?
M4: Yeah, half bottle.
M3: Oh, I was talking about the ones, you know, Smirnoff.
M2: (Repeats) About _ of the big bottles.
M6: Don’t know. I don’t drink that often.

The top boy (M1) also gave a boastful account of maximum weekly
intake. His drinking companion (M2) was quick to let the group know
that he had helped:

M1: I mean whiskey, last week, I cleared out a cabinet of
spirits.
M2: Yeah, just you and me … just us
M1: Me and him and some other girl.  And there was about 15
bottles of spirits in there and it’s all empty now.
Mod: In one weekend?
M2: Yeah, cause her mum… No, well in about 5 days.
M1: Yeah, her mum went away for the week, so we got
plastered every night.

Continuing with the maximum-intake estimates around the circle, M5
begins with a large inventory of one intake but then quickly admits that
this made him very ill:

M5: About 5 pints, draft because I don’t like ale, about 4
glasses of sherry, 3 glasses of red wine and a good old glass of
champagne.  Get me going.
Mod: In one session?
M5: Yeah…That was at Christmas though. I was throwing up
everywhere though when I done all that!
Laughter.

In most focus groups of young males, this pattern was repeated: the
clear leader, or dominant male, would set the standard for consumption
levels and all the rest would re-arrange themselves somewhere beneath
this. If any of the lesser boys claimed to have drunk more than the top
boy, he would also have to admit to the experience having made him
very ill. This seemed allowable as it provided amusement for the
others. It is uncommon for the top boy to admit to ever being sick or
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having hangovers. Not only can he ‘hold’ more than the others but also
he claims immunity to the effects of such large quantities:

M1: It’s like really weird, I never get hangovers; I’ve never had
a hangover in my life.
M2: It’s because you keep on drinking!
M5: I’ve had a bad headache in the morning but nothing else
more than that.
M1: I haven’t even had a headache.

M2, it seemed, was allowed to tease the top boy because he was his
drinking companion. He also seemed to have already developed a
drinking problem at 14. He admitted to hiding and drinking six-packs of
beer alone in his room because he was depressed.

The amount a boy could consume was very obviously a measure of
manhood according to the Oxted boys’ focus groups. But another
status scale became clear: the generosity scale. The amount of drinks,
rounds, or even crates a boy could buy for his friends, and the amount
of money he was prepared to ‘waste’ on alcohol for the sake of his
mates was a good measure of his standing in the group. It also seemed
to excuse spending large amounts on oneself, as the 14 year-old ‘top
boy’ illustrates:

M1: I’ve spent £270 on drinking in three days, that is no lie
either… It was the holidays, the summer holidays and I
worked in Cornwall with my Godparents, and I earned loads of
money and I came back and spent it in three days, basically
buying drink.
Mod: Buying drink for yourself or friends?
M1: Everyone, I went to this party as well and spent about
£100 on me alone.

The ability to buy drinks for others was taken as a sign of maturity.
Round-buying among adult men may serve to reinforce group bonds;
round-buying among teenage boys appears to establish clear
hierarchies: the top boy has the clout to ‘pass’ for an adult and the
financial means to symbolically ‘feed’ the others. By this one gesture
he not only achieves adult status, but senior-male status.

We have seen in other male groups – soldiers, for example – that
alcohol is the only item that is freely given to other males as a gift.
Women may exchange gifts, cards, food and other tokens of affection
freely, but for a man to do likewise with another man would imply

Gift giving
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homosexuality. In other cultures it is acceptable for heterosexual men
to exchange gifts and even hold hands; in ours, a beer may be the only
acceptable ‘manly’ gift left. Young boys such as those in the Oxted
groups have an implicit understanding of this, well before they are
legally allowed to purchase alcohol. For them, the gift of drink has an
even greater value than for adults, as it must be obtained by braving
danger or through clever deception.

To maintain their hard image, boys need to believe that alcohol is
dangerous stuff. Ironically, placing too much emphasis on the dangers
of drinking may make it even more attractive to young boys. After all,
very few of them can name a person who has died from drinking, so
how dangerous can it really be? Something that has a hard and
dangerous image, but is unlikely to actually kill, is the perfect
substance for gaining status and popularity. The heavy drinker earns
the image of a risk-taker. If he suffers badly from the effects he is
respected for his manliness in withstanding the onslaught, much like a
boxer who gets up after being repeatedly knocked down. The heavy
drinker who can ‘handle’ his liquor without such obvious effects
becomes something of a miracle worker, a wizard who can drink the
poison and remain unaffected. He is the one who can drink all the
others under the table and still walk a straight line. He becomes
somewhat ‘otherworldly’ and achieves the respect that, in primitive
tribes, was reserved for the witchdoctor. There is usually only one
such man in every group. The others, even if they are relatively
unaffected by large quantities of alcohol, must act as if they are badly
affected so as to not challenge the status of the leader. One-on-one
drinking games are often used as a formal challenge for group
leadership. Group drinking games, usually instigated by the leader, are
a means of domination and control – achieving group inebriation is a re-
affirmation of the leader’s status.

The boys described the dangers of alcohol mostly in terms of either
long-term disease or short-term accidental death. Death by alcohol
poisoning itself was a new concept to most. Alcohol killed only
indirectly, not as a poison in itself. The levels considered ‘dangerous’
depended more on the group status of the boy than on science.

Mod: So how do you know when to stop?
M5: When you feel a little bit yucky in your stomach.
M4: When the bottle’s finished!
M2: If you have a casual drink or if you want to have fun. If
you want to get hammered, it depends.
Mod: So what would you say would be a dangerous amount?

Perception of danger
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M6: Four vodkas I’d say is well dangerous.
M2: I think even more, just more than a bottle would be bad.
M1: Six bottles of big vodka like that (gestures).

The majority described the possibility of death by misadventure –
such as falling, traffic accidents, or by choking on vomit – but not
through alcohol consumption alone, except in the long term through
liver disease. Boys enjoyed the ‘how could alcohol kill you?’ question,
and gave the following responses:

“If you’re driving it could kill you.”
“You could be completely hammered and walk off a bridge, fall over
a motorway bridge or whatever.”

Boys and girls thought that a person who had drunk too much would
throw up, fall unconscious, fall asleep, or, if found, be taken to hospital
and have their stomach pumped before anything happened. If no help
was rendered, death, they reasoned, could only occur through choking
on vomit. None had any idea that respiration could cease and death
result simply as a result of excessive amounts of alcohol reaching the
brain.

In focus groups of girls, however, there was a greater eagerness to
understand the dangers of alcohol and the negative consequences of
drinking. As one said:

“You never really hear about the consequences that can
happen do you? You only hear about the good side of it
[drinking].”

The positive side to alcohol, according to girls, was that it makes you
happy, merry, jolly, relaxed, more confident, less worried, and makes it
easier to socialise and talk to strangers.

None of the girls thought that alcohol could be considered in any way
healthy except inasmuch as it facilitated healthy relationships, as this
girl explained:

“You could say it’s healthy in the way that you’re socialising
with friends.”

According to girls in another group, laughter is healthy and alcohol
makes you laugh:

Positive aspects of
drinking
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F1: It’s not good for you but it’s nice to have a laugh.
F2: Yeah, in a way, it probably is good for you because
laughter’s good for you.
F1: Yeah.
F2: It makes you happy.

While less philosophical about it, the boys also rated the ‘sociability’
factor as the most positive aspect of drinking:

Mod: What would you say is good about alcohol?
M5: Um, people have it at special occasions, like weddings or
someone’s birthday or something; they’ll have a drink.
M4: Brings people together, you don’t go drinking on your
own really do you.
M2: Unless you’re depressed.
M3: It can like relax you and make you have a better time.
M2: [agrees] They’ve said it all really.
M1: Get on with your mates more, like speak to them more.
You’re not embarrassed to say what you feel.
Mod: That’s generally a good thing?
M1: Could be.
Laughter.

Despite extensive recent media coverage, the majority of pupils were
not aware of the potential health benefits to adults of moderate alcohol
consumption. Many were very surprised to hear anything positive
about alcohol, and some found it hard to believe that drinking could
have any benefits at all. Some teachers were also clearly unhappy
about conveying positive information of this kind.

These responses and reactions suggest that while pupils have received
little if any formal alcohol education, they have all received the vague
and unhelpful message that drinking is ‘wrong’, ‘bad’, ‘naughty’, etc.

On a more encouraging note, most pupils appeared to enjoy finding out
new facts about alcohol, particularly information that surprised them.

The effects of negative messages about alcohol were evident in the
subsequent discussions on alcohol misuse and sensible drinking in
focus groups, where pupils had a great deal to say about alcohol
misuse, but had generally given little thought to the subject of sensible
drinking.
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Responses to the question “What is alcohol misuse?” and to related
supplementary prompt-questions were considerably more detailed and
varied than responses to “What is sensible drinking?” and related
prompts. The subject of misuse generated animated and enthusiastic
discussion, with most pupils wanting to express an opinion on the
subject. On sensible drinking, however, one researcher summed up the
difficulties of many when she noted that “they didn’t seem interested
in the concept.”

This suggests that such education as the pupils have received has
focused exclusively on the evils of alcohol misuse, without providing a
balancing perspective on the positive aspects of responsible drinking.

Focus-group findings:

Implications for future alcohol education

• The findings on expectations and beliefs should be taken into
consideration when designing alcohol-education programmes.
Such programmes should avoid reinforcing existing
expectations regarding disinhibition, intoxication and
aggression.

• Alcohol education should aim only to inform, explicitly
allowing young people to make their own decisions about
how they use the information.

• The information, however, must be deadly accurate and
‘teacher-proof’, i.e. presented clearly enough that teachers
cannot overturn information based on their own experience or
attitude.

• Alcohol education would be more effective if it were
predicated on information that the pupils themselves find
fascinating, and delivered to them by credible presenters in an
exciting format. We believe that interactive, video-based
programmes would be highly effective with the secondary-
school age groups.
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• All of the 11-16 year-olds who participated in focus groups
were drinkers. What they said they wanted is practical
information on how to drink, how to stay safe, how to cope
with emergencies and problems.

• At this age, boys and girls have widely differing perceptions
about the role and meaning of alcohol in their lives. Future
alcohol education programmes should take this into
consideration – perhaps allowing for sex-segregated lessons.

•  In our experience with the young people involved in this and
previous evaluations, we have found a universal fascination
with the use of alcohol by peer groups in other cultures.  In
future alcohol-education packages, a wider, cross-cultural
perspective on underage drinking would be beneficial,
particularly research comparing patterns and expectations in
Britain with those of other cultures in which underage
drinking is not associated with alcohol misuse/abuse or anti-
social behaviour. Research focusing on the specific processes
by which young people ‘learn to drink’ in these cultures
would be of value in the development of more effective
alcohol-education strategies in Britain.

• Alcohol education should openly acknowledge that
everybody wants to change the way they feel, the way they
look, the way they act, at some point or another. ‘Life-skills’
lessons should encourage children to think about ways of
doing this other than through alcohol or other drugs. If we
allow children to develop the concept of, for example, ‘Dutch
courage’, we are leading them on to a path of medicated mood;
chemical alteration of themselves.

• Although not acknowledged as such by the media, alcohol can
be the first ‘gateway drug’ young people experiment with.
There is a definite link between heavy drinking at or before
age 15 and later use of drugs.28

                                                
28 Plant, Peck, and Samuel, 1985
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55 ..   AA LL CC OO SS HH OO TT SS

PROCESS EVALUATION

Main concerns
After reviewing the first draft of the Alcoshots pack, we expressed the
following two main concerns to TACADE:

1. There was a need for factual information to accompany the pack and
a way of encouraging young people to research the facts.

The trend in drug and alcohol education towards greater emphasis on
‘Life Skills’ or decision-making (cognitive) skills training is to be
welcomed. Studies have show that this method achieves greater results
in reducing consumption than fact-based education alone.29 We must
not, however, throw out the baby with the bathwater. Some alcohol-
education programmes we have reviewed are completely devoid of
factual information, and focus completely on discussion, ideas, and
feelings to guide children towards sensible decisions. It should be
obvious that people do not make decisions based on fact alone. If this
were true, no one would smoke. But it is not true that young people
make decisions about the substances they use based solely on social
factors such as status, image and peer pressure. Factual information
about the substance has a strong influence. The facts they cling to,
however, are not necessarily the ones we teach. For example, girls in
one focus group at Oxted School knew very well that excessive
drinking could lead to liver disease, accidents, etc. This information had
no impact at all on their choice to drink. But when they were told that
a rum and coke has as many calories as a bar of chocolate, and three
pints of beer have the same caloric content as a hamburger, they were
horrified and immediately began discussing ways of reducing their
intake while still having fun and ‘looking good’.

                                                
29 Botvin, G.J., & Wills, T.A. (1985); Braucht, N.B., & Braucht, B. (1984);
Bukoski, W.J., (1986); Coggans & Watson (1995).

Need for factual
information
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To redress the balance between open discussion of issues and factual
learning, Galahad worked with TACADE and other consultants to
create a “factfile” of information on alcohol to accompany the
Alcoshots pack. This, we felt, would ensure that all users of the pack –
young people, youth workers, teachers, parents, etc – would have clear
information at hand to answer questions, dispel myths and settle
disagreements that arose in discussion.

A question demands an answer. Young people, when faced with a
question about a provocative or controversial issue, will naturally want
to know if they have the correct answer and, according to our
observations, will make some effort to find out if they are right or
wrong. The factfile searches and the information itself were designed to
exploit both the natural competitiveness of young boys and the co-
operative efforts of young girls. The section was also organised so as to
lead the participants through as many sections of the factfile as
possible, exposing them to a variety of alcohol-related topics.

2. There was a noticeable absence of positive images of drinking. We
discussed the need to include positive, normalised scenes of drinking in
the pack.

We came to the joint conclusion that re-shooting a positive drinking
scene was beyond the means of the original production team and that
such a scene would not be in keeping with the overall aims of the pack.
We decided to counter the overall negative image of drinking by
including some of the more positive and non-problematic aspects of
drinking in the ‘first thoughts’ sections, the ‘So what?’ section and in
the factfile information.

Once these two main concerns had been addressed, the materials were
re-drafted. The improved design now allows for more information on
the flip side of the photo card, and gives general instructions on a
separate sheet, rather than repeating them on each card.

After the design alterations were complete, and the “factfiles” printed,
the second draft was made ready for impact testing with pupils at
Oxted County School and at Willowgarth School. The findings of the
impact evaluation follow.

Need for positive images
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ALCOSHOTS – IMPACT EVALUATION

Summary of Quantitative Findings.
Pre- and post-lesson questionnaires were completed by fifty
pupils aged 14 to 15 years after a fifty-minute lesson derived from
the Alcoshots education package.  Key results are summarised
below:

q 36% (N=18) had not received school-based lessons about
alcohol.

q 70% (N=35) of pupils consumed alcohol at least once a
month.

q Pupils perceive illicit-drug taking to be twice as dangerous
as consuming alcohol.

q Pupils retained new factual evidence after the lesson (for
example: intoxication depends partly on weight and sex).

q Pupils retained practical information after the lesson (for
example: to roll a casualty on their side).

q Attitudes towards consuming alcohol and its effects were
demonstrated to be less ‘extreme’ (i.e. moving away from
Strongly disagree / Strongly agree responses) after the
lesson, indicating that the pupils were reflecting and
possibly moderating their attitudes towards the
consumption and effects of alcohol.

q Pre- and post-lesson questionnaires demonstrated no
significant change in pupils’ expected future alcohol
consumption.

q Open-ended questions on consequences of drinking
demonstrated a significant increase in the quality of
responses concerning advice given to peers.

q Nearly half of the pupils liked the facts and information
Alcoshots provided about alcohol.

q Over a quarter of pupils found the photographs in the
lesson disturbing. It may be necessary to suggest school-
based protocols for certain lessons, i.e. information on how
to access external support agencies for individuals affected
by alcohol directly or indirectly.

q Nearly half the pupils felt that the photographs needed to
be clearer and look “less fake”.
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q Nearly half of the pupils said that they had learnt
something new as a result of the lesson (For example: facts
about teenage drinking, healthcare, and sexual healthcare).

q A quarter of pupils said that they would change their
drinking behaviour as a result of the lesson.

Class observation
A class observation was conducted at Oxted County School. An
agreement was made with the PSHE teacher to conduct a short
experiment that would compare the quality of discussion about
alcohol-related topics under two conditions: first without any
visual aids and afterwards with use of the Alcoshots photos and
factfiles.

The teacher began the class by ‘brainstorming’ or ‘mind-mapping’
ideas and issues about alcohol with class participation. Pupils were
encouraged to think of as many associations to alcohol as they
could for inclusion on the blackboard.

The girls in the class had little difficulty with this exercise and
nearly all female hands were raised. The boys, by contrast,
volunteered very little. Those identified in earlier focus groups as
being heavy drinkers seemed to be particularly determined to
withdraw themselves from the discussion. A few boys paid some
attention to the activity but still did not volunteer any suggestions.

The list of alcohol-related associations volunteered by the girls
included: drink-driving; drink-spiking; ‘blokes taking advantage’;
peer pressure; accidents; alcoholism; violence, and so forth. The list
was a fairly accurate mirror of the issues covered in the Alcoshots
pack.

The teacher tried to generate discussion around several of the
topics raised but, despite genuine encouragement with provocative
questions,  was unable to generate a wider discussion. Most pupils
seemed reluctant to offer details of their personal experience or
explain why they thought, for example, that peer pressure to drink
was an issue for young people.

The teacher then shifted the focus to first-aid issues. “What would
you do”, she asked, “if someone falls over drunk?” Several pupils
said “call an ambulance” but only one offered any practical actions
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that could be taken immediately to help the person. This young
man accurately described the recovery position. He later revealed,
in the post-class discussion group, that his father was an alcoholic.

After about 15 minutes of class time, the teacher brought out the
photocopied Alcoshots pack. She re-arranged the class into groups
of 4-5 pupils and gave each one 5 photographs to study. After a
few minutes, she asked each group to respond to one of the ‘So
what?’ prompts and asked a different group if they agreed or
disagreed. This exercise generated some heated and fruitful
discussion. It became clear that the pupils did indeed have opinions
and experience around alcohol and were willing to discuss these
using an anonymous third person in the photograph as the focus.
The photographs acted as a protective mask behind which the
pupils could discuss their own fears and feelings.

Photographs such as these should be used carefully in class.
Teachers should be made aware that they might trigger such
personal revelations and be prepared to assist pupils after class
with extra guidance and referrals to school counsellors or outside
help. All pupils should be made to note the free Childline number
printed in the factfile. Domestic violence and child abuse were
issues of great concern to the pupils we spoke with at Oxted
School. In several places (focus groups, in class, and on
questionnaires) pupils said that they were shocked to learn how
many children were on the Child Protection Register. Such genuine
concern should be encouraged as a vehicle for understanding the
damaging potential of alcohol, but should not be over-exploited in
such a way as to cause fear or stigmatisation of children in at-risk
home environments.

The photographs appeared to give the class ‘ownership’ of the
issues. While the teacher still moderated the discussion, after the
introduction of the photos, the debate shifted, from an abstract and
strained discussion of the rights and wrongs, the do’s and don’ts of
drinking, to an exchange of opinion, facts, and personal experience
derived from real situations. Verb use shifted from future
conditional (alcohol could make girls vulnerable to rape) to the
present (drinking makes this girl vulnerable to rape) which made
the issues seem immediate and real.

After the discussion, the teacher asked the class to answer the
factfile search questions as a written exercise and then to correct
the work of the group next to them. Time ran out on this portion
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of the exercise but pupils were eager to stay behind to find out if
they had gotten the answers right. This is quite a good indication
that the exercise had stimulated pupils’ interest in the subject.

Post-class focus groups
In general, the pupils were quite positive about the Alcoshots pack.
After the class, they said that they had enjoyed the ‘true or false’
exercises and the discussions. Both boys and girls had retained what
they felt were interesting facts about alcohol misuse.

The girls were more articulate than the boys when describing their
appreciation of the Alcoshots package:

F1: It [use of photographs] creates a bit more interest.  Because
we were sort of fighting over who was going to read it, who
was going to look at the picture.
F2: Gives you ideas as well. Things you wouldn’t have
thought of before.
F3: Something visual to look at.
F3: More interesting and easier to learn.
F1: As you noticed we were a bit slow starting off, so... yeah,
with the pictures we seemed to have a lot more ideas because
we were looking at the questions more.  There was more to go
by.

They also agreed that the photographs encouraged the normally
recalcitrant boys to some degree of participation:

F3: I don’t think the boys inputted much to that lesson, did
they?
F5: They never do.
F3: No.
F3: But because there was a picture they wanted to have a look
at it.
F3: They may not have the most active imaginations, because
we could think of something [to say] straight away.
F5: They just don’t want to say something because they think
that it’s just uncool or something.

One boy’s explanation for the lack of male enthusiasm was “We’re
lazy”; another thought about it a bit more deeply and answered;

Appreciation

Boys’ participation
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I think more boys get drunk than girls do, and they don’t want
to talk about too much.

The girls from Oxted School lamented the fact that the lesson was too
short and that they hadn’t had time to cover more of the facts:

F3: I don’t think we had long enough.  We didn’t even finish
the first one [photo] and we were like rushing quite a bit.
F3: Probably if we could go through a couple more facts.
F/F: Yeah.
F3: What it actually does to you, because I know it’s
something to do with your liver and things like that.

Most agreed that the photographs made the factual reading more
interesting because one could relate the facts to the event or scenario
depicted. They also liked the fact-finding exercises:

Doing the true or false things, the facts, that gave us something
to do. When you go through it and then you get to find out if
you’re right or wrong, about what you think.  You actually
learn something.

The group of girls went through the photographs one by one and
offered useful suggestions. Some of their comments offer clear evidence
that the photographs are successful in generating interest, questions,
and a thirst for answers, as the following exchange between girls
demonstrates:

F1: It doesn’t really show how they got into it, it just shows
what happened when …
F3: Although it’s a good demonstration of what to do because
there’s a person lying down there, there’s a person sorting the
other person on the floor.
F6: It doesn’t really look like it’s real because she looks fine,
maybe if she had sick on her or something like that.
F2: So it looks more realistic, gives you a clearer picture.
F5: That one’s better than the other two though.  Is this like
because she’s had too much alcohol, is it meant to be?  If they
put how much she had, so people would actually know how
much it would be.
F3: Yeah, just underneath the picture, like ‘this person has had
too much alcohol and just passed out on the floor, what do you
do?’  ‘cause that’s always a good one, ‘What do you do?’ after
the situation, then you’re there, and you think ‘what would I

Generating  interest
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do?’.  I don’t know what to do, and then you go on to find out
about what it is.

When discussing issues such as alcohol-related violence or the
vulnerability of women, several girls felt that the photos helped to
validate the fact: as one girl explained, the photo “proved” the fact.
Others felt that the facts were more real than the pictures:

F: I don’t know, because the picture is all set up so it’s not
real.  The facts, they’re real.

Although others reasoned that both were needed for balance:

F3: Although having the picture did help people to look at it
and then realise what was actually happening because if you
gave someone a sheet of paper with just loads of writing on it, I
don’t think they’d really look at it so much.
F5: Yeah, you have to have both to balance it out.
F3: You have to balance it.

In both the girls’ and boys’ post-lesson discussion groups the pupils
emphasised their dislike of the photographs. The words they used over
and over were ‘fake’ and ‘unrealistic’.

The girls agreed that the photographs didn’t “look real” but that they
gave an idea, or impression which was all that was needed.

F1: I did think that the photographs, like that one with the boy
in it, I didn’t think was very clear.
F2: I couldn’t see where the woman was.  I could only see like
a bottle of Becks on the side.
F1: I couldn’t work out what was going on in the background.
F3: I also thought it looked very fake.  Like that boy was…..
F4: Yeah, but you need an idea really don’t you.
F5: Although you get an idea, it doesn’t look real.

Both boys and girls felt that real situations, even if drawn from news
stories, or personal accounts would be more effective than staged
scenes. When asked what they would do if they develop their own
educational pack, the girls’ ‘committee’ came up with the following
ideas:

F1: I might use an actual real picture that someone’s taken of
people fighting.

Use of photos

Staged scenes
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F2: It could be a bit disturbing but…
F3: You need to see it actually happening.
F1: Mmm, I think that could be good and shocking.
F3: Make you realise more.
F2: Like a personal account sort of thing.
F5: When you know that it’s not real, and that they’re posing
for it, it just seems…
F3: Like a person, if you just like asked them, someone that
actually suffered from it at home, like they could give an
account.

The girls remembered a drug lesson from the previous year in which
they had to research real examples of young people who had died due
to drug use. They felt they would like to reproduce that in an alcohol
lesson.

Both boys and girls thought that documentary video or TV drama were
better vehicles for conveying alcohol information and messages,
although they did acknowledge that the photographs had helped the
class discussion:

F1: I don’t know, not many of us know what it [alcohol-
related domestic violence] would be like so if you have a
picture you get an idea although it’s not real.
F2: You’d probably get more idea from watching ‘The Bill’ and
things like that.  You really do get more of an idea.
F1: They could also put maybe accounts from actual people,
like a little account underneath of what’s happened to them, or
like reports on what things have happened to people, that’s
real and shocking, I think that would make people listen more.

The boys group agreed that “Videos stick in your mind better.”
In the boys’ discussion group, it became clear that pictures depicting
things the young men had either not experienced or had experienced in
a different way were seen to be ‘very unrealistic’:

Mod: So what I want you to tell me first of all is, what did you
think of those pictures?
M3: Very unrealistic.
Mod: Do you think? Why?
M3: The bloke was not …
M1: You don’t just pull out a condom in front of everyone.
M2: That wouldn’t happen.

All-too-real scenes
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But one photograph – the one depicting domestic violence with a
distressed child at the centre -- was thought to be far more real. One
boy revealed that his home life reflected this reality:

Mod: What about the other one? [Depicting domestic violence]
M3: That was alright.
M5: That happens quite a lot .. . It does in my house, my
dad’s an alcoholic and he argues with my mum, step-mum.

The use of this photograph in the classroom raises some difficult
issues. In contrast to their comments about the falsity of other images,
several pupils found the image realistic and disturbing. The boy above,
whose home life includes this type of problem, was clearly not helped
by the class discussion. Researchers were left wondering what the
point was of using alcohol-related domestic violence as a vehicle for
discussing the consequences and danger of drinking with children who
may be innocent and powerless victims in these situations.

None of the boys identified with the alcohol-related violence scene
depicting young boys around a pool table. Several were keen to talk
about other violent situations they had witnessed such as the
following:

Mod: Have any of you been in situations where things have
got really violent?
M1: No.
M3: Yeah.
M2: I’ve been there, but I haven’t actually got into it.
M3: It was at hospital, when I broke my big toe: I was in
hospital for ages and there was like 20 people come in with all
mangled faces, blood everywhere and like completely drunk,
and they started like hitting on the nurses and stuff.  They all
come in and they had all these stitches and stuff, and the
people were just ignoring them, making them sit down and wait
for ages, and they were getting really messy.
Mod: Why, because they were all drunk?
M3: Yeah.  They were all drunk.

Although the boys and girls from Oxted School clearly liked and
respected their teacher, all agreed that neither she, nor any other teacher
knew any more about alcohol than they did. When asked “Do you
think your teachers are better informed about the facts about alcohol
than you are?” the boys unanimously responded ‘No’, the girls said:

Disturbing issues

Alcohol and violence

Teacher credibility
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F1/F2: No.
F3: I don’t.
F4: Some of them wouldn’t know.
F5: Definitely not.

Teacher feedback
Two teachers at Oxted School were interviewed about the Alcoshots
pack. Both were impressed by the idea, the design and the content.
They concluded that Alcoshots achieved a balance between free
discussion (movement of ideas) and accurate facts.

They felt that the photographs were aimed at the right age level and
were ‘teen-friendly’. The scenarios, while staged, were judged to be
accurate representations of real life and would be recognisable to
teenagers in most areas of the UK.

The questions were judged to be thought-provoking without forcing
issues or making heavy-handed statements. The factfile search was
much appreciated, especially in the way it encouraged pupils to
research answers for themselves from the booklet.

Questionnaires
The Alcoshots pre-lesson and post-lesson questionnaires were
completed by 50 pupils aged between 14 and 15 years, across both
schools. 52% were female and 48% were male.

64% (N=32) had received previous school-based lessons about alcohol,
36% (N=18) had not. In response to the question: ‘how often do you
drink alcohol?’ 2% (N=1) had never drunk alcohol, 28% (N=14)
three/four times a year, 34% (N=17) every month, 36% (N=18) every
week. No pupil drank alcohol every day.

Alcohol
Experience and

Education
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Each school chose different photographs to cover in the lesson. Each
lesson covered a narrow range of facts about alcohol. Measuring shifts
in knowledge base was not therefore extremely precise. Significant
positive shifts in knowledge, however, were identified in answers to
the following questions:

There was no measurable increase in knowledge of alcohol units after
the lessons. Before the classes, 11 out of 50 questionnaire respondents
correctly selected all possible answers to the question “what is a unit
of alcohol?”. 70% identified a unit as ‘a half pint of regular beer’. On
the post-lesson questionnaire, they were asked to give a write-in
response: the majority gave a correct response, such as ‘a half pint of
regular lager’. Only 12 out of 50 gave three correct answers.

Pupils were asked to rate statements on a five-point scale from
Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. Without exception, we saw a
shift away from more ‘extreme’ ratings when the same questions were
asked again after the alcohol lesson.

On this “attitude to alcohol” section of the questionnaire there was an
overall reduction of total number of Strongly Disagree responses from
14% to 8% and of Strongly Agree responses from 13% to 8%. The
total Neither Agree / Disagree responses rose from 20% to 24%.

Shifts in
Knowledge Base

Question Pre-lesson correct
answer %

Post-lesson correct
answer %

Some people have unpleasant reactions to
alcohol and should not drink

90% 96%
Women are more affected by alcohol than men 56% 78%
If someone collapses from drinking too much
alcohol you should roll them on their side

66% 100%
If someone collapses from drinking too much
alcohol you should call an ambulance

84% 96%
How drunk an adult feels will depend on their
weight

36% 76%
How drunk an adult feels will depend whether
they are male or female

16% 96%

Alcohol Unit
Knowledge

Positive Shift in
Attitudes
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A 45-minute alcohol-education class is unlikely to effect a major,
noticeable change in a young person’s attitude. Attitudes are resistant
to change – more resistant even than beliefs. A young man may
confidently assert, for example, that he believes men and women to be
equal in all respects. But when confronted with attitude statements
such as “A drunken woman is a disgusting sight” and “A drunken man
is a disgusting sight,” he may betray his true feelings.

The textbook definition of an attitude is “a psychological tendency that
is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of
favour or disfavour.” 30 An attitude may be a long-term and enduring
psychological state, or it may be temporary or changeable. Some
psychologists consider attitude to be closely entwined with
behavioural response, that is, attitude towards an entity creates an
inclination to respond in particular ways.31 A young person’s attitude
towards drinking will affect their drinking intentions and actions. If, for
example, one believes that “the whole point of drinking is to get
drunk”, it is most likely that one’s drinking behaviour will be
characterised by binges rather than moderation. This type of attitude
may change over time towards one that embraces moderate drinking for
taste, relaxation, or sociability.

                                                
30 Eagley, A.H. and Chaiken, S. 1993. The Psychology of Attitudes. HBJ; New
York.

31 See for example: Campbell, D. (1963); Ajzen (1984); Davis & Ostrom (1984)

Question Attitude scale choice Pre-lesson % Post-lesson %
Alcohol causes aggression Strongly Agree

Agree
34%
50%

26%
64%

Getting drunk is the whole point of drinking Strongly disagree
Disagree

22%
46%

10%
64%

Sometimes people drink in order to fit in Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree / Disagree

28%
42%
8%

8%
62%
30%

You won’t learn about alcohol unless you’ve
been drunk

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree / Disagree

18%
56%
12%

4%
36%
36%

People who don’t drink don’t know how to
have fun

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree / Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

6%
4%
22%
22%
46%

2%
10%
30%
38%
20%
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Pupils at Oxted and Willowgarth schools did not significantly alter
their answers from Agree to Disagree after the Alcoshots lesson, but
they did modify the intensity of their responses. What the Alcoshots
lesson has done is to take the hard edge off some of these more extreme
attitudes. This is the best that we could expect from such a short
exposure to moderate, sensible views on drinking and accurate
information.

There was no significant shift in response to the question ‘will you
have an alcoholic drink in the next month?’ in the pre- and post-lesson
questionnaire.

Pupils were questioned about the advice that they would give to a
slightly younger pupil about drinking in a high-pressure peer-group
situation. Scenario One was given in the pre-lesson questionnaire and
Scenario Two in the post-lesson questionnaire.

Scenario One:
A young person in the year below you has made a decision not to
drink alcohol. But now he is worried about losing friends, not fitting in,
and not having fun. He comes to you for advice. What can you say to
help? What practical advice can you give? List as many things as you
can think of:

Scenario Two:
What advice would you give to a young person who is excited about
going out drinking with some new friends? Please list as many things
you can think of.

The pupils’ responses fitted seven main categories:

Before After
1

Negative attitude
towards the friends
that placed the non-
drinker under
pressure.

Forty-four out of the fifty
pupils expressed negativity
towards the friends of the
non-drinking person:
‘I’d help him find new friends’, ‘If
friends are going to tease you
about not drinking then they
aren’t very good friends in the
first place’

One pupil expressed disdain for
friends that pressurise another to
drink:
‘Don’t bother hanging out with them’

2 It’s OK to not drink.
Resisting peer
pressure.

Twenty-five of the fifty
pupils agreed that it was
OK not to drink. They
gave advice on self-
confidence and standing up
to peer pressure:

Ten pupils’ advised the person
to resist peer pressure or not
drink:

‘Don’t let anyone pressure you
into anything.’  ‘If you don’t like it
you don’t have to drink because the
rest are.’ Don’t be changed by
people’s views.’ ‘Don’t drink just for
the sake of peer pressure.’ ‘Don’t let
anyone make you drink.’ If you don’t
like it you don’t have to drink because
the rest are.’

Future drinking
intentions

Advice Given to
Peers
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confidence and standing up
to peer pressure:
‘It’s your decision not someone
else’s’. ‘Drinking is not the only
way to be socially accepted’.
‘Wait until you are older and
reconsider then’. ‘You’re too
young anyway.’

into anything.’  ‘If you don’t like it
you don’t have to drink because the
rest are.’ Don’t be changed by
people’s views.’ ‘Don’t drink just for
the sake of peer pressure.’ ‘Don’t let
anyone make you drink.’ If you don’t
like it you don’t have to drink because
the rest are.’

3 Try drinking but drink
safely; have fun
without getting drunk.

Fifteen pupils advised the
person to drink moderately
and safely:

‘You can have fun without
being drunk.’ ‘ Drink a little bit
to fit in.’ ‘…just don’t go over
the top.’ ‘Be sensible.’ ‘If you do
drink, don’t have too much, just
1 or 2 drinks.’ ‘You don’t need
alcohol to have fun’, ‘You can
have fun regardless’.

Forty-seven pupils gave advice
on drinking small amounts and
staying safe:
‘Don’t get too drunk’, ‘Be careful and
only drink as much as you want’, ‘Stay
with someone you know and trust’,
‘Just drink a little so you feel safe and
enjoy yourself’, ‘…take it slow and
only drink as much as you can handle’,
‘Watch yourself and watch your beer
and make sure no one spikes it’, ‘Don’t
get stupidly drunk, stay in control’,
‘Eat before you go out’, ‘Don’t mix
drinks’ , ‘Be careful and watch how
much you drink.’

4 Alternatives / coping
mechanisms for not
drinking.

Three pupils offered
alternatives to drinking: ‘Do
different things’, ‘You can laugh
or help the people that are drunk’.

5 Avoidance of the
problem

Five pupils suggested ways
of avoiding the stressful
situation by acting or lying:
‘Say he is poorly and go home’.
‘Act drunk’.

6 Drink and be merry Five pupils would tell the young
person to enjoy him or herself:
‘Have a great time’, ‘Sleep out so that
your parents don’t know’.

7 Advice about the
negative aspects of
drinking

Six pupils would offer
advice to the person about
the negative aspects of
drinking alcohol: ‘alcohol
doesn’t necessarily make things
more fun’, ‘A bad hangover makes
you regret drinking the night
before’.

Five pupils stressed the negative
consequences of drinking:
‘It’s bad for you and you’ll feel sick’,
‘Are you aware of the effects of
drinking?’

The majority of responses to scenario One focused on the
undesirability of friends that might put pressure on someone to drink.
In other words, the advice was: if friends put pressure on you to drink,
get new friends. Scenario two asked pupils to advise someone who was
already determined to drink – a more recognisable situation for most
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teenagers. 94% centred their response on safe drinking advice, much of
it gleaned from the Alcoshots lesson. Although the pack was designed
to focus on the negative consequences of drinking, it is clear from these
results that what young people recall and use is information on how to
drink safely so as to avoid the negative consequences.

Before the lesson, 76% of pupils believed that if a child of 10 drank a
bottle of vodka in one go that they could die. 24% did not know. 14%
% of pupils thought that drinking alcohol was dangerous; 24% thought
it extremely dangerous. (By comparison, 98% thought that taking
ecstasy or heroin (94%) was somewhat to extremely dangerous.)

After the lesson there was no significant change in the number of
pupils who considered it very dangerous or extremely dangerous for
young people to drink alcohol. (24% before; 26% after.) But there was
a significant shift among those who, before the lesson, felt that the risk
lay at mid-point between being completely safe and extremely
dangerous. After the lesson, 66% (N=33) thought that it was
somewhat dangerous for young people to drink. It would appear,
therefore, that a core Alcoshots message had been received: that, if used
irresponsibly, alcohol can be a dangerous substance.

Before After

Extremely dangerous0
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How dangerous is it for young people to drink?

On the post-lesson questionnaire, pupils were asked to list as many
consequences they could imagine of using alcohol for ‘Dutch courage’
or to overcome shyness. Pupils considered that alcohol might: cause
aggression, have negative health implications (i.e. ‘choke on vomit’,
‘have unprotected sex’), lead to crime, or lead to the abuse of self or
others (i.e. ‘you might get taken advantage of’, ‘it makes you do stuff
you don’t want to do’).

Risk-assessment

Negative
consequences of

drinking
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In response to the question “What are some of the particular dangers
that face women who go out drinking?” pupils highlighted the
increased potential of: unwanted pregnancies; unprotected sex or the
increased chance of undertaking sexual activity that, if sober, one would
not have chosen to partake in; drink spiking; and violence. Many of the
responses reflected information given during the lessons.

In response to the question ‘how can young men and women stay safe
when drinking alcohol’ the majority wrote in responses that, again,
reflected information from the Alcoshots Factfiles, for example: ‘Stay in
a group together’; ‘Carry contraception and stay safe’; ‘Watch the
amount you drink’.

• What did you like most about the Alcoshots pack ?

Showed the effects / dangers / facts about alcohol 48%
The photos

14%
Class discussion 10%
Shows reality / informative 8%
Could talk to the teacher about alcohol situations 4%

N.B Some pupils did not express an opinion.

• What did you like least about using the Alcoshots package in
class?

Pictures were disturbing i.e. seeing people upset 26%
Boring / repetitive 18%
Photos not clear 14%
Already knew the information 10%

It is important to note that one person indicated that the lesson
invoked some difficult memories. Those using this package must be
aware of the potentially challenging and re-traumatising nature of
its content. A response plan in case of such experiences should be
in place prior to carrying out teaching of this nature.

42% of pupils thought that some of the photos were particularly good.
The following photographs were identified:

• Photo 2: (depicts a young man, holding a condom, talking to a
young woman over a pint)

Pupils’ opinions about the Alcoshots pack

Photograph
Feedback.
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“Teenagers are faced with this situation and it raised important
issues.”
“It showed how forward boys are and how hard under alcohol
it would be to avoid them.”
“It shows they were going to use protection.”

• Photo 9: (depicts domestic conflict)
“Tells you what happens and how people feel.”
“It expresses well the isolated and troubled feelings of the boy,
-- due to alcohol.”
“Because his parents were arguing.”

• Photo 11: (depicts childcare by an intoxicated person)
“It showed how drinking did not only effect the drinker.”
“It showed you how dangerous it is for the child.”
“It makes you realise what can happen.”

48% of pupils did not think that any of the photographs were
particularly good. Pupils described the following reasons:

• They weren’t very clear to see. (For the evaluation exercise
only black and white photocopies were available).

• They don’t show much detail.
• They looked ‘fake’. It would be better and more real and

shocking I feel to take real pictures i.e. from the police.

48% of pupils said that they had learnt something new as a result of
attending the class.
Pupils identified the following as new information (even if some got the
facts a bit muddled):

• Facts and figures about alcohol and teenage drinking
“Females are affected more by alcohol.”
“920,000 children are currently on the receiving end of alcohol
abuse.”
 “About the facts on ages: I didn’t realise they were as young as
nine.”

• The effects and consequences of drinking on your health:
“That your liver gets damaged.”

• The effects of drinking on criminal activity:
“That over 50% of rape victims are drunk.”

• Health Promotion:

Learning
Feedback:
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“That most S.T.I’s are easy to cuer.” (If caught early)
“About other S.T.I’s.” (That are not so easy to cure)
“How to deal with someone when they have passed out.”

26% of pupils said that they would do something differently because
of the information given to them in the lesson.
64% of pupils said that they would not do anything differently
because of the information given to them in the lesson.
10% of pupils did not know.

Those that said that they would do something differently as a result of
the information provided in the lesson identified the following
behaviour changes:

“Not drink as much.”
“Don’t drink just for the sake of it.”
“Think about the consequences more.”
“Make sure I’m careful about what I drink i.e. leaving it
around, it could get spiked.”
“I would think about my actions more when drinking at parties
so that I do not become irresponsible and unaware of my
actions. The consequences are too great, it’s not worth it.”

Future intentions
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Conclusions

The Alcoshots pack encourages discussion
The Alcoshots pack proved extremely successful in encouraging pupils
to discuss complex and sensitive issues. By using the teenagers in the
photograph as the starting point for discussion, the pupils were able to
speak indirectly about their own or their peers’ drinking behaviour
without embarrassment. In addition to this advantage of strategic
displacement, the photographs also gave the young people a sense of
‘ownership’ of the issues: they recognised that the scenes had been
chosen and staged by young people like them, not by police, teachers
or parents. The scenarios and problems depicted were recognisable to
them. This fostered greater discussion between themselves as well as
with their teachers.

The Alcoshots pack promotes interest in factual information
The design of the pack also encourages pupils to research information
for themselves. After discussing the issues connected to the scenario
depicted, pupils can move on to the questions. The answers are found
in the relevant sections of the extensive factfile. Pupils must read
through the section carefully to find the answer. Thus they learn a great
deal about all aspects of alcohol and drinking while ostensibly searching
for the answer to just one question.

The Alcoshots pack combines several learning styles
The Alcoshots pack proved highly successful in engaging both boys
and girls. The girls in our sample enjoyed the free discussion of ideas
and social problems; the boys were more at ease in discussing such
issues with the aid of a visual image and they relished the competitive
‘fact-finding’ exercises.

Other results showed that:
q Nearly a quarter of pupils indicated that they would change

their drinking behaviour as a result of the Alcoshots lesson.
q After the lesson, a significant number of pupils retained

new factual evidence about the effects of alcohol and about
practical safety procedures to treat victims of alcohol
poisoning.

q Attitudes towards consuming alcohol and its effects were
demonstrated to be less ‘extreme’ after the lesson,
indicating that the pupils were reflecting and possibly
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moderating their attitudes about the consumption and
effects of alcohol.

In conclusion, the evaluators heartily supported the Alcoshots pack
and would encourage its widespread use in schools and youth
organisations.

Over a quarter of pupils found the photographs in the lesson
disturbing. This may require school-based protocols for running
lessons, i.e. access to external support agencies for individuals affected
by alcohol directly or indirectly.

Recommendations and concerns
1. Our main concern with Alcoshots is its theoretical platform: the idea
that full exposure to as many negative consequences of drinking as
possible will help young people to avoid putting themselves in danger.
As we stressed in the Background section of this report, such an
approach, while it may seem instinctively logical, has limited long-term
success.  Increasing the perception that “negative consequences are
likely if one drinks” may appear to have some inhibitive effect on
behaviour, but studies have shown that social factors override this
sense of precaution. Even those adolescents who have already
experienced negative consequences of drinking are still more influenced
by their social ambitions and by their perceptions of their peers’
drinking levels and behaviour than they are by their own experiences of
sickness, accidents, unwanted pregnancies, etc.

2. The Alcoshots package is ‘redeemed’ by its coverage of other things
such as facts and practical skills and by its usefulness as a teacher’s aid
to ‘life skills’ development. In the short-term the package produces
favourable outcomes: pupils are more knowledgeable about alcohol
after a lesson using the pack, more open and honest in discussions, and
more aware of the dangers of irresponsible drinking. In the long-term,
we cannot say that this will result in any significant change in drinking
behaviour.

3. The co-operation of several groups contributed to the success of the
Alcoshots pack. In one respect, however, we feel that the pack has not
made full use of its strengths. St John Ambulance were obviously keen
to introduce a strong first-aid element into alcohol education – to use
first-aid lessons as a way to highlight the dangers of alcohol abuse. The
youth group, on the other hand, were given the task of identifying
alcohol-related issues and scenarios that were of most concern and
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most relevant to them. Unfortunately, the marriage between these two
tasks seems to have weakened in the production. There are only one or
two connections made between the wealth of first-aid information
provided and the learning tasks associated with the photographs. Past
evaluations have shown that pupils respond enthusiastically to first-
aid lessons and ‘999’ challenges. Practicing the recovery position, for
example, does more to instil a sense of caution about drinking than any
other lesson format. Inspired teachers using Alcoshots may devise
exercises that make use of the first-aid section of the booklet, but we
feel that, in the next print run, it might be useful to add a first-aid
challenge exercise on a separate card that clearly links alcohol abuse to
preventable accidents and injuries, and gives young people practical
skills to cope with unpleasant situations.

4. Many photographs raise issues that may upset pupils for whom the
images have personal relevance: issues such as bullying, self-image,
domestic violence, sexual harassment, reckless or criminal behaviour,
etc., may be a part of the young peoples’ lives. It is testament to the
power of the images that they elicit such revelations, but the weakness
of the pack is also exposed in the aftermath: Alcoshots offers clear
guidance on tackling accidents and injuries, but leaves the psychological
injury that  some pupils suffer unattended. We feel that the promotion
of this pack should caution teachers or other users that they should be
prepared for revelations from pupils of real and distressing experiences.
Teachers should ensure that they have the necessary skills and training
to cope with pupils’ emotional and domestic problems before
embarking on an Alcoshots lesson.
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66 ..   RR ee ss pp ee cc tt   ii tt !!

 PROCESS EVALUATION
Evaluating the Respect it! pack was a lengthy and complex task. All
materials had to be thoroughly reviewed and revised for accuracy
before the lessons could be tested in a classroom setting.

We were well aware that each teacher could quite significantly change
the tone and emphasis of the lessons. What we were looking for
therefore were not small errors in presentation, or misunderstandings
among pupils due to the teacher’s attitude or explanation, but for
broader issues that might recur despite differences in emphasis or
presentation. We include detailed reports on several lessons to
illustrate the complexity involved in both a ‘process’ and an ‘impact’
evaluation of this nature.

Changes to draft materials
To report on every detail that was changed and every discussion that
took place between Galahad SMS Ltd and TACADE would be
impractical. The following tables detail examples of some of the
problems, omissions, or areas of concern that were identified in the
original draft materials of the Respect it! secondary school pack and the
Alcoshots pack, and the corrective steps that were taken.

Area of concern Action taken
1 It was felt by the evaluator that the pack placed

great emphasis on the possibility of negative
behavioural drinking outcomes but that there was
little presentation of positive behavioural
outcomes from drinking. There is a danger that
reinforcing negative expectations will lead to a
perception that bad behaviour is an inevitable
consequence of drinking.

Several lesson plans have been
altered to include exercises and
information that stress non-
problematic behavioural
outcomes from drinking
reasonable amounts of alcohol.
(Stressing social harmony and
relaxation).

2 It was noted that the Respect It pack lacked clear
factual information on alcohol. The well-styled
exercises to develop pupils’ social and personal
skills needed to be balanced with information-
based exercises.

A series of lively and clear
reference ‘factfiles’ for the pack
were produced by the evaluator
and incorporated into several
lesson plans.
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based exercises. lesson plans.

Area of concern Action taken
3 Several factual errors were noted in certain lessons

and fact-based exercises.
All errors corrected. Clearer
explanations were also written
for such things as alcohol and
dehydration, gender differences
in metabolism of alcohol, etc.

4 Feedback from pupils in focus groups indicated
that there was considerable confusion over the
issue of tolerance to alcohol.

A section in the ‘Alcohol
databank’ was added to clarify
the issue of tolerance.

5 The greatest omission in the original draft
materials was the lack of any alcohol-related
emergency or first-aid information. Not only is
this a clear Key Stage 3-4 requirement, but focus-
group feedback gave us clear indications that this
was also an important issue for young people, the
majority of whom had experienced a dangerous
situation after they or someone near them had
drunk to excess.

Information and fact sheets
similar to those in Alcoshots
are to be included. Year 10
lesson 2  was re-written to
include recovery position
exercises, exercises on ‘dealing
with drunks’, and other
relevant emergency
information.

6 Neither of these lessons concerned with accidents
and safety contained any actual information about
safe drinking practice, safe levels of alcohol in the
blood, safe vs. unsafe environments to drink in,
safety procedures to follow if someone has drunk
to excess, knowing the warning signs and
symptoms of alcohol poisoning, how to spot a
drinking problem in yourself and others, where to
turn for help, etc…

All three Year 10 lessons were
re-written to include these
points; additional handouts
were drafted to cover first-aid
points for alcohol overdose.

7 Another serious omission was information on
problem drinking. We felt that a section should be
included that would assist pupils in problem
recognition, self-help, and help for their peers.

The re-write of Year 10,
Lesson 2 encompassed
Handout 15: ‘When is it a
problem/’ for teachers to use at
their discretion in class or as a
more private take-home
exercise. The lesson also
incorporates ‘agony aunt’
exercises that encourage pupils
to use their knowledge and
skills to help others with
alcohol-related issues.
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Area of concern Action taken
8 The issue of peer pressure is addressed in several

lessons throughout the pack. The evaluator felt,
however, that many of the exercises were based
on false and outdated assumptions about the
nature of peer pressure.
Several studies have concluded that the
influence of peers is not necessarily a factor in
the adoption of unsafe or reckless drinking
habits and that, in fact, the very opposite can
occur: peers can exert a stabilizing and
controlling influence on the drinking
behaviour.32

Unsafe or heavy drinking among adolescents
occurs mainly in response to each individual’s
perception of how much his or her mates drink,
not external pressure to drink this amount.
Several studies also suggest that adolescents
self-select peer-groups: non-drinkers tend to
befriend non-drinkers; heavy drinkers tend to
gravitate to heavy drinkers. Once a group has
been adopted, very little pressure to conform
applies.33

Information from the ‘Background Paper’ on
‘The peer group’ is very sensible and up-to-date,
but the lesson plans do not reflect this research.
Most emphasis seemed to be on refusal skills. In
order to reflect the Key Stage 3 directives a, b,
and f, as well as g, at this stage, we felt that skills
to resist external pressures should be coupled
with exercises to promote self-awareness about
internal pressures.

Certain passages were re-
written and questions
rephrased to better reflect both
internal and external pressure
on young people to drink.

                                                
32 See, for example: Plant, Peck and Samuel, 1985; Marsh, Dobbs and White, 1986;
Goddard and Ikin, 1988; Harford, 1983; HEA, 1989; Plant and Foster, 1991

33 Wilks, 1987; van de Goor, 1990
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Area of concern Action taken
9 We urged TACADE to drop suggestions to

older pupils that they should ‘know their
limits’. These kind of statements lead young
people to believe that they can choose their
own safe level of drinking based on their
experience of drunkenness. Most boys who
say that everyone has to ‘know his limit’
actually use such limits as social rating. Boys
will try to drink up to the point of collapse
and then judge that as a safe limit. Also,
personal limits may vary under different
circumstances. A person who downs 4
glasses of wine on an empty stomach within
half an hour will feel the effects far more
severely than if he spaced out the 4 glasses
over a four-hour evening with a meal. Does
this mean that his limit is 4 glasses of wine?
The only limits pupils should be given are
the daily recommended limits and, if, on
occasion, one goes over that, to stick to the
one-unit-an-hour rule and stop when one
feels drunk.

All such references were
dropped.

Following are the conclusions drawn after preliminary evaluation of
lessons from years 7, 8 and 10.  Findings from the Year 7 and 10
lessons dictated major re-thinking and re-writing. Year 8, lesson 3, by
contrast, was completely validated by the impact evaluation and
required no changes.

Year 8: Lesson 1: Let’s get historical
Year 8, Lesson 1 focuses on the use of alcohol throughout history. The
evaluator felt that the information given and the way it was presented
bisected the use of alcohol into either celebratory excess or religion-
based abstention. The overall impression of “binge or abstain” is likely
to reinforce the drinking patterns young people already view as
normal. It seemed that an opportunity was being missed to impart
realistic and fascinating information on the use and meaning of alcohol
throughout the ages that would broaden young peoples’ perspectives
about drinking norms.
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If young people are to learn about the history of alcohol, they
should not be given disconnected facts about what ancient people
drank without an explanation of how they drank it. For example,
most people in ancient cultures did not drink their wine without
water, for example. It was known to Persian armies in the 6th

century BC that water could be made safe by adding wine to it: --
and so developed the custom of drinking watered wine throughout
the ancient world. Even the Greeks and Romans did not drink their
wine neat; it was considered unhealthy, uncouth and wasteful.

In its original draft, this lesson merely reinforced the already
entrenched beliefs and misconceptions about drinking. It didn’t tell
pupils that, throughout history, alcohol has indeed been an
important substance for many cultures and religions, but that the
majority of these are not characterized by drunkenness or binge-
drinking. The Bacchanalia-type festivals were the exception, not
the rule. Excessive drinking was allowed only on certain festive
occasions, and even then, only according to strict rules and
regulations. For the rest of the year, most Greeks drank watered
wine, and they regarded drunkenness as a disgusting weakness.

The writers decided to revise the historical lesson completely. The new
Year 8 lesson re-focused on how alcohol is both made and used. In task
one, it covers the process of fermentation and brewing; in task two, it
encourages pupils to find out about the different social, historical,
religious and cultural uses of alcohol. We feel that the new lesson plan
offers a much more holistic approach to the history of alcohol.

Year 8: Lesson 2: Have you got an attitude?
We felt that there was an underlying assumption in this lesson – as
in others – that a child’s first experience of alcohol, or first ‘real
drink’ will be the result of peer pressure. In reality, according to
extensive surveys, the first alcoholic drink is much more likely to
have been provided in the home by parents than by peers outside
the home.34  Galahad’s own recent research with schoolchildren
confirms this. Up to the age of about 13, the vast majority of
children we canvassed across England said that their first drink was

                                                
34 Hawker, 1978; Plant, Peck and Samuel, 1985; Bagnall 1988

Changes:
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given to them by a parent or relative, and that nearly every drink
they’ve had since then has been at a family occasion.

These in-home experiences should not be made to seem sinister or
wrong to children. Research has shown that children who are
allowed to drink at home drink far less than those who are
forbidden alcohol by their parents.35

In Handout 9, pupils were asked a series of questions to help them
assess ‘where they are’ in terms of drinking experience. Question 1
asked ‘When have you been offered a drink of alcohol recently?’
We felt that this notion of an “offer” has a sinister ring to it. The
subsequent questions were unabashedly leading. ‘What did you
do?’ and ‘What would you do next time?’ These, we felt, made it
clear that accepting an offer is bad and prompted the child to say he
or she would ‘Refuse’ next time.

Consequently, we advised TACADE to revise the peer influence
sections to reflect the reality that 1) a child’s first drink is most
likely to be given by parents and 2) ‘pressure’ to drink comes in
equal proportions from internal drives as from external peer
encouragement.

TACADE masterfully rewrote the ‘Under the influence’ section to
“highlight that there are many influences that act on the individual”.
The learning tasks now “encourage young people to think about
their feelings towards alcohol (internal influences) and also those
from outside, for example the mass media, (external influences).”

IMPACT EVALUATION

After preliminary revisions had been made, selected Respect it! lessons
were trialed in the classroom. The lessons were chosen on the basis of
complexity of content, importance of the message, and potential for
unintended outcomes. Five schools participated in the evaluation
project, and covered the following lessons:
ß Year 7: lessons 1 and 2
ß Year 8: lesson 3

                                                
35 Aitken, 1978; davies and Stacey, 1972; McKecknie et al, 1977

Changes:
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ß Year 10: Lessons 1 and 2

Each school was sent two questionnaires for pupils (one for before the
lesson and one for after) as well as a questionnaire for teachers to
complete after the lesson.

At Oxted School (Year 10 lesson 1) researchers also observed the class,
conducted focus groups with the participating pupils, and interviewed
the teachers.

The main aim of the second stage of this evaluation was to assess the
immediate impact of each lesson on pupils’ knowledge, attitudes,
beliefs, risk awareness, life skills, and intentions regarding alcohol.

One objective of the before and after questionnaires was to assess
pupils’ beliefs about what is normal or expected with regards to
alcohol. Such “normative” beliefs can have a strong influence on
drinking behaviour.

For example, teenagers who believe that binge-drinking is ‘the norm’
for their age group are more likely to binge drink than teenagers who
believe that binge-drinking is an abnormal activity engaged in by a
minority fringe. It has been shown that people’s drinking behaviour
tends to approach their expectations. Those who believe that the
majority of their age or peer group drink sensibly are more likely to be
sensible drinkers themselves.

‘Ad hoc’ educational messages focusing on the dangers and evils of
alcohol misuse, without a balancing perspective on positive aspects of
sensible drinking, can result in young people seeing alcohol misuse and
‘problem drinking’ as the norm, rather than as an aberration.

Year 8: lesson 3: Under pressure!
One of the stated aims of Year 8: Lesson 3 is “to help students to
recognise that there are a range of consequences as a result of drinking
different quantities of alcohol.”

One task in this lesson concentrated on consequences of drinking
by way of a ‘what happened next’ exercise. Unfortunately, in the
first draft, all the situations presented in the handout depicted

Aims and objectives

Normative beliefs and
expectations

Pre-trial changes
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people who were lonely, depressed, stressed out, tired, or in a
foreign environment with unkind people, and were about to drink
alcohol. We felt that this exercise needed a balance between
examples of drinking when under adverse conditions, unsafe
environments or when one is in a low mood, and drinking under
other, more normal conditions. We also suggested using a more
accurate accounting of amounts consumed in terms of real drinks.
So, for example, pupils would not be asked ‘what would happen if
a depressed person drank?’ But, what would happen if a depressed
person drank one pint of beer? Two pints? Six pints? etc.

TACADE agreed with our assessment and revised the handout
accordingly. Before the lesson was trailed, two scenarios depicting
normal, sensible, adult drinking behaviour was added to the exercise.
The drinking speed variable was also included. The new scenarios offer
pupils grist for lively discussions of realistic and recognizable
situations such as the following:

A thirteen-year-old boy is watching football on television with his
dad who invites him to have a beer. What could happen if, during
the course of the match, he has:

ß A single can?
ß Two cans?
ß Several cans?

Pre- and post-lesson questionnaires indicate that some key information
was absorbed and some attitudes shifted in a positive direction.

ß The perception that drinking can be part of a normal healthy
lifestyle rose from 28% before to 72% after.

ß Before the class, pupils were able to express (collectively) 14
positive aspects of drinking and 41 negative. After the lesson,
pupils wrote in a total of 40 positive aspects and 64 negative.
The quality and detail of responses was much improved.

ß After the lesson, in response to a scenario depicting normal,
healthy, legal, non-problematic drinking by a family over
dinner, 67% of pupils said that there was nothing wrong with
the scene. This is a good indication that, despite a lesson

Changes:

Questionnaire results

Normative beliefs and
attitudes
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detailing the adverse consequences of excess drinking, the
young people have not lost sight of what is normal, sensible
drinking. They have not been ‘over-sensitised’ to the issue.
This is a crucial element in their developing healthy drinking
habits.

ß After the lesson fewer pupils agreed and more disagreed that
“getting drunk is the whole point of drinking”.

ß Before the lesson pupils were asked to rate how acceptable
they felt it was to drink in a variety of situations such as ‘at a
football match’, ‘at home alone’, ‘at school’, ‘at a pub with
family’, etc. After the lesson pupils were asked to rate how
many alcoholic drinks they felt it was acceptable and safe for a
young person to drink in the same situations.

The purpose of this exercise was to determine if the pupils had
absorbed the concept that safe or acceptable amounts of
alcohol might differ based on the setting and the amount
consumed. Results from this battery of questions indicate that
the lesson did have some influence on the pupils’
understanding of safe and sensible use of alcohol.
Unfortunately it is impossible to say if this influence will last
long enough to affect behaviour.

Based on a comparison between self-reported drinking frequency
before the lesson and future drinking intentions stated after the lesson,
Year 8, lesson3 caused no discernable increase in desire or intent to
drink alcohol.

After the lesson there was a fairly positive shift in responses indicating
a better understanding of the factors upon which alcohol’s effects
depend. For example: previous mood, stomach contents, speed of
drinking, male or female, and even ‘how drunk they expect to feel’, etc.

There was an increase in recognition, after the lesson, that irresponsible
drinking could have negative consequences. Pupils were able to cite
more possible outcomes after the lesson than before. Examples include:
doing things you may regret, engaging in unprotected sex, having a
serious accident, exhibiting violent behaviour and being physically ill or
dying as a negative consequence of drinking. Perceptions of the risk of
drinking per se did not significantly alter after the lesson.

Drinking intentions

Alcohol knowledge

Risk awareness
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After the class, from all pupils, we obtained 35 write-in solutions to
the difficult alcohol-related situation. Although some were simplistic,
not one pupil felt unable to come up with some kind of reasonable
response. This is very good feedback. On pre-lesson questionnaires,
these kinds of problems typically result in poor quality responses
such as ‘I just tell them not to drink’. This was not the case after this
lesson.

Pupils were asked to state how much they agreed or disagreed with the
following matched statements before and after the lesson:

Before: If it weren’t for peer pressure, most teenagers wouldn’t
bother with alcohol.
After: Most teenagers who drink are pressured into it by
others.

Responses remained similar before and after the lesson, although 15%
more pupils disagreed that ‘most teenagers who drink are pressured
into it by others’ after the lesson. This is a positive result, as a
reduction in the belief that drinking is due to peer pressure usually
results in individuals taking increased responsibility for their own
decisions.

Based on the very positive teachers’ responses and on pupils’
feedback, we concluded that no changes were necessary to this lesson.

For more details on questionnaire results for this lesson, please turn to
annex 1.

Year 10: Lesson 1: Accidents will happen

The original title of this lesson (Accidents will happen)  had little
bearing on the content. Although pupils don’t usually see titles or
lesson plans, the teacher at Oxted said the title made the purpose of the
lesson confusing and implied that drinking had inevitably bad
consequences. We also felt that this phrase sent the wrong message
when applied to drinking.

Life skills

Peer pressure

Conclusion

Qualitative findings: Class observation
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Before the class began, we felt instinctively that there would be a
problem with the way the lesson divided drinking into clearly defined
camps: safe and unsafe; use and misuse; positive and negative.

We hypothesised that, if the concepts of use and misuse are presented
as stark blacks and whites, then the 14-15 year-olds who are binge
drinkers would have no choice but to place themselves into the ‘misuse
and dangerous’ category. We had already determined in the pre-class
focus groups the week before that a significant percentage of these
pupils drank regularly and drank to get drunk.

Observation of the lesson and post-class focus group discussions with
the pupils confirmed our fears: at Oxted, the teacher began by defining
the terms ‘use’ and ‘misuse’ as instructed by the lesson plan. She then
asked the students to come up with examples of use and misuse of
things. Items volunteered for discussion were a knife, a chair, and a pie.
Misuse of these things was defined according to violent purpose. The
pupils seem to find this exercise patronising and boring. As observers,
we had to agree.

The problem with this approach to an alcohol lesson is that, according
to the pupils, by its very definition, the proper use and purpose of
alcohol is as “an intoxicating liquid”. Even the dictionary definition of
alcohol that the teacher gave reinforced the concept that the purpose of
alcohol, and by logical extension its proper use, is to intoxicate, to get
drunk.

Researchers witnessed this lesson fall flat mainly because the pupils
lost interest once they realised that they fell on the wrong side of the
definition. We felt that a more practical and understandable approach
would be to illustrate a continuum between sober and intoxicated, safe
and unsafe. This could be aided by perhaps by a Blood Alcohol
Concentration (BAC) chart showing progressively more dangerous
effects; by profiles of drinkers with increasingly dangerous habits; etc.

The pupils became convinced that use of alcohol, as they understand
the reality of such use, is by definition, misuse. By the end of the class,
they had also been somewhat reluctantly convinced that getting drunk
was definitely a ‘misuse’ of alcohol. This left them perplexed and
confused. Was this a positive or negative outcome? On the face of it, it
may seem that getting young people to understand that getting drunk is
a misuse of alcohol is a good thing. But, given that getting drunk is an
activity that many of them already engage in and enjoy, it is unlikely
that, simply by redefining this as ‘alcohol misuse’ the behaviour will

Use & misuse
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change. It is far more likely that the perception of danger,
rebelliousness, and guilt about getting drunk will be enhanced – all of
which have been shown to increase binge-drinking behaviour.

What was missing, we concluded, was an explanation of the stages of
drunkenness, the levels that are safe and the ways of enjoying the
effects of alcohol at lower BAC levels.

There needs to be an acknowledgment that most people use alcohol,
however sensibly and safely, in order to change the way they feel –
even if that change is very slight (just to ‘take the edge off’, for
example). But also that there is a continuum, a slippery slope in this
game. Sliding down is fun, but you can quickly lose control. If this
lesson were to emphasise the fun, the slide, but also the safety
precautions one must take when having fun, (the same as one would
take when skiing, bungie jumping, etc.,) then I think pupils would get
the message. As it is, it gives them only two choices: have only two
drinks and be good and sensible, or get drunk, be bad, and risk all these
horrible consequences. What the pupils want are instructions, speed
limits, warning signs. All they are getting out of this lesson is: either
stay on the boring baby slopes or don’t ski.

The purpose of making lists of positive and negative aspects of
drinking was to give pupils an alternative concept of drinking, other
than “drinking = getting drunk”. Also, it was intended to address the
misconception that daily, sensible drinking is unhealthy and will lead to
addiction, whereas occasional binge drinking is acceptable.

Unfortunately, this part of the lesson was not as successful as it might
have been in this respect. Working with handout 14, pupils were hard-
pressed to find more than a few positive statements about alcohol.
Statements for the negative column were easy to find and consequently
this filled up quickly. In focus groups after the lesson, the pupils were
asked what they thought the point of the Positive/Negative exercise
was. Several felt that the purpose had been to point out to them that
the negative consequences of drinking far outweighed the positive
consequences and that therefore they shouldn’t do it.

As one boy said:

“PSHE lessons used to point out the positive stuff, not just the
negative stuff, that’s what they used to do, but then [in this lesson] you
can see for yourself that there’s not much positive stuff. That points it all
out.”

Positive vs. Negative
exercise
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After the class, the teacher said that she felt the class had been mostly
successful. She founded this judgement on the fact that she felt each
child had ‘learned at least on thing’.

She did feel that there had been too much information and that two
lesson periods were needed to cover it.

She agreed that the ‘use vs. misuse’ concept was not appropriate.
“They didn’t get it that drunk was misuse” she said. From our
observation we found that the pupils did in fact ‘get it’, they just
didn’t accept it.

She felt that the lesson would have gone better if it had started with
something that the pupils were actually interested in such as cultural
comparisons on attitudes to drinking or more exciting facts about
alcohol and sex, for example.

Two Year-10 groups from two different schools received Lesson 1
from the Respect it package. In total, thirty-eight pupils aged 14 to 15
received the lesson. Of this total group, 42% (N=16) were female and
58% (N=22) were male.

From the two schools, an average of 75% of pupils felt that they had
learned something about alcohol that they hadn’t previously known.

Pupils from Ripon made a moderate improvement in understanding of
units. Before the lesson only 15% correctly identified one unit of
alcohol as being equal to a half a pint of beer, a small glass of wine, or a
pub-measure of spirits. After the lesson, 35% got it right. This still
means that 65% of the class still got it wrong. Not an impressive
outcome for a class that covered these facts.

Results from Oxted School were slightly better: 90% of pupils
answered correctly after the lesson.

ß At Ripon there was improvement in the view that alcohol can
be a part of a normal and healthy lifestyle. Before, only 47%
felt it could; after, 76% felt it could. Oxted School pupils, on
the other hand lost their confidence in this belief. Agreement
fell from 95% before the lesson to 84% afterwards.

Questionnaire results

Normative beliefs
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ß The majority of Ripon pupils (89%) believed that alcohol
caused aggression, both before and after the lesson. (No
change). 80% of Oxted pupils believed it did before their
lesson; after the lesson only 53% were so convinced.  37% did
not answer this question, perhaps demonstrating uncertainty.

ß Ripon’s before and after responses on the question of
responsibility for one’s behaviour when drunk also remained
steady both before and after the lesson: a large minority (42%)
believed that people should not be held responsible to what
they do or say when drunk. At Oxted, a third of pupils again
failed to answer the post-lesson question. Before the lesson
75% thought people should be held responsible for their
behaviour when drunk; after the lesson this view was held by a
diminished 53%.

ß Similarly disappointing results were found in relation to the
concept of bad behaviour being ‘the norm’ for teenagers who
drink: At Ripon, nearly 70% held to this belief both before and
after the lesson.

ß At Oxted, pre-lesson questionnaire results found that 95% of
pupils agree with the statement: ‘Most teenagers who drink do
so safely and sensibly’. However, a post–lesson match
question (‘Most teenagers who drink get into trouble, cause
damage or fights, or behave irresponsibly’) got a contradictory
response. 58% agreed with the second statement. Obviously,
both statements cannot be true. This result could indicate that
over half of the pupils had different beliefs and representations
of risks associated with drinking (i.e. not linking the concepts
of what is safe and sensible with getting into trouble, causing
damage or fighting), or that the lesson left some with the
impression that teenage drinking is associated with trouble.

All in all, the lesson failed to instil in pupils the elements of
understanding so crucial to developing sensible drinking habits: that
alcohol does not cause aggression can be part of a normal, healthy
lifestyle, is not an excuse for bad behaviour and that it is not a universal
norm for teenagers to drink irresponsibly and get in to trouble.

ß Slightly more encouraging were results on the issue of bingeing:
34% of pupils agreed with the pre-lesson statement: ‘Drinking
one to two alcoholic drinks every day is a dangerous habit’.
The matched post-lesson statement: It’s safer to binge once in
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a while than to have a couple of drinks a day’ elicited 65%
opposition (average of both schools’ results).

The significant shift towards greater levels of disagreement
with the matched post-lesson statement is a good sign that
pupils’ attitudes towards sensible drinking had improved after
the lesson.

ß Pupils did quite well on some before and after knowledge
questions. Nearly 100% of pupils correctly identified the
equivalents to one unit of alcohol after the lesson.

ß In both schools pre-lesson responses showed that an average of
73% of pupils knew that 2-3 units of alcohol per day were safe
and sensible for a woman to drink each day. This percentage
increased to 85% after the lesson.

ß Responses to the statement: ‘women are more affected by
alcohol than men’, however, were disappointing: 63% (N=24)
of pupils did agree (correctly) with the statement before the
lesson. After the lesson, only 58% (N=22) agreed and 37%
(N=14) did not provide an answer. Despite this information
having been covered by Handout 4, pupils failed to answer
correctly or did not answer at all.

Post-class focus groups on Year 10: Lesson 1

The boys remained fairly confused about most of the information and
messages delivered during the class, but were nonetheless quite curious
about some of the facts they’d heard. As we have seen in previous
qualitative studies, the boys enjoyed the mathematical aspect of
sensible drinking:

M2: There’s one bit that said [over] ten units is dangerous. It’s
really dangerous, that’s only like 5 pints or something. That
was quite interesting.
M3: Five pints is dangerous then?
M2: Mmm.
M3: Yeah, ten units.
M3: How much is ten units?

Alcohol knowledge
increase

Units information
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M1: I didn’t realise that you had to have a time gap, that hour
time gap.

Boys, however, tended to be pragmatic about the usefulness of
counting during a drinking session:

M3: None of it’s really useful because you don’t think about it
do you, you just go out, but I didn’t know something that she
said about storing up the units until one big night, that’s bad
for you.

The girls were unimpressed with the information given in the lesson.
They felt somewhat cheated that they had not been allowed to voice
their own opinions and experiences about alcohol. Several made
comments about the volume of reading they had to do in class.

F1: There wasn’t very many opportunities really for that
[talking].
F1/F3: No.
F2: No, she never asked.
F1: Yeah, we weren’t allowed to talk.
F3: And also, reading through the sheets, that was just boring
as well
F/F: Yeah.
F2: And it was all in silence.

Both boys and girls felt bored and patronised by the exercise to explore
the concepts of use and misuse:

M1: I mean, everyone knew what the meaning of, what was
those three words? Alcohol and the other two words I can’t
remember.
M2: Use and misuse.
M1: Yeah, everyone knows what that is.
M3: Yeah, use and misuse, right.
M4: I thought that was a bit pointless.

The girls also took exception to the definitions offered for use and
misuse:

F2: And at the end when she said getting drunk is misuse of
alcohol …
F3: I don’t think it is. The use of alcohol is /

/F2: To make people sociable

Not enough discussion

Use and misuse
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/F2: to make you drunk..
F1: And at our age it’s for fun it’s not like you’re going to be
an alcoholic.

All pupils felt that the lesson focused heavily on the negative aspects
of drinking. As most of these young people drink for fun, this message
did not go down well:

F3: And also there was a whole lot more bad stuff than good
stuff.
F2: Um, but that’s just obvious that there’s going be a whole
lot more.
F3: Yeah, but, no, there must be good stuff as well.
F4: Nothing has changed since that lesson.
F2: No.
F3: We haven’t suddenly thought oh, my god, I’m going to get
alcohol poisoning if I drink every Friday so…
F1: There was more negatives than positives, and Miss [Name]
was saying that it’s obviously more negative to get drunk but,
not always, but I think if you do get drunk then there are loads
and loads of negative points but if you take care of yourself
then it can be positive.  There was only three positive things.

Girls were also disappointed that they hadn’t learned anything that in
their minds would be useful, such as how to deal with someone who is
drunk.

F3: Yeah, we didn’t learn anything about what to do when you
are drunk.
F1: Umm.
F2: Like safety.
F3: Yeah, safety stuff.  We just learnt about it’s bad for your
body and stuff like that.

Some of the more interesting elements on the fact-sheet information did
stick in their memories, for example:

F3: Yeah, there was one bit, if a person believes they’re
drinking alcohol they can get drunk even if they’re drinking
water.
F2: Oh wow! I didn’t read that bit.
F3: Gave up by the time it got to the second paragraph.
F4: They’ve scientifically proved it?

Negative image

Practical advice

Memorable facts
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F2: Can they? Really?
F3: Yeah, you can get drunk on orange juice if you think you’re
drinking alcohol… But I don’t know how that can be true.
F2: I reckon it is, people always play at being drunk don’t
they?
F3: Yeah.  We saw some people on the train that were
obviously faking being drunk.

The girls did not like feeling ‘preached to’ and wanted more practical
advice on drinking. One said she would have preferred

…Peoples’ opinions and like practical stuff and not just like, …
really we are just being preached to: [we’re] just told that
alcohol is bad, you’re not meant to think any different; that’s it
and everybody knows that. But if they, well, everybody knows
that, even [after] the lesson we’re still going to go out and
drink, so I think it would be much better if they taught us what
to do when we drink.

Others in the group fully agreed with her assessment.

Both boys and girls agreed that teachers were not the most effective
presenters of alcohol information. Most pupils would have preferred a
video, an outside speaker, or, as one said:

I’d rather hear about people of my own age’s experiences.

According to most pupils questioned, the ‘Graffiti wall” exercise was
incomprehensible and pointless. Pupils couldn’t grasp the concept of
judging whether or not a ‘fact’ illustrated use or misuse of alcohol.
Given that these were quite intelligent 15 year-olds, we felt that other
pupils with lesser abilities would also have problems understanding
this exercise.

ß The lesson needs to be faster-paced and more interactive.

ß Information to be read should be in a shorter, more user-
friendly format.

ß Pupils do remember new facts if they are slightly challenging or
bizarre.

Patronising tone

Credible presenters

Graffiti wall exercise

Conclusions
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ß Pupils must be given a chance to talk about their own views
and experiences.

ß The use vs. misuse division was not understood or appreciated.

ß Over-emphasis on the negative aspects of drinking alienate
pupils who drink for enjoyment.

The suggested re-write of this lesson combined class discussion, group
work using factual information, and ‘peer education,’ to lead pupils to
a fact-based understanding of safe-vs-unsafe drinking. It steered clear of
abstract discussions about concepts of use and misuse that we did not
feel were appropriate, clear or useful. The foundation of the lesson was
the understanding that the effects of alcohol depend on inter-connected
factors such as:
frequency; duration; degree/speed; way of using; type; purpose;
place/setting; quantity.

To put this more simply for the age group, use and misuse of alcohol,
(or safe vs. unsafe use), can be broken down to:

• How much?
• How fast?
• How long?
• How often?
• What?
• Why?
• Where?

It was suggested that several of the above elements be plotted into a
chart to give a better idea of the inter-relatedness and combinations that
might result in problematic or unsafe drinking.

The ‘Graffiti Wall’ exercise highlights national statistics about drinking
by young people. It was suggested that the positive side of equations
should be added, to influence pupils’ perceptions of what is normal or
average drinking behaviour. Before the lesson trials, several statements
were added in an attempt to reverse the false perception that the
majority of young people act irresponsibly with alcohol. The
accompanying exercise was also modified for greater clarity after in-
class observation of this lesson revealed widespread confusion.

 Re-write of
Lesson 10
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Year 10: Lesson 2: Help! 

Year 10 lesson 2 repeated the exercise of “use vs. misuse”. Again, we
felt that this was a mistake. This was the only lesson on the topic of
‘help’ and we felt it should focus on very concrete and practical
information such as: alcohol poisoning and how to avoid it; what to do
if someone collapses; and how to handle people who, as the girls
groups said “turn bad” due to excess drinking. We felt that there was
no need to ‘recap’ on the sensible use vs. misuse exercise that had been
proven to be an ineffective and confusing exercise in the previous
lesson. Much more useful, and a logical follow-up lesson, would be
coverage of emergency procedures and techniques.

Year 10: final changes
In the final draft of Respect It!, all three Year 10 lessons were re-
written.

1. The first Year 10 lesson (How much?) returns to the subject of the
effects of alcohol first introduced in Year 7, but for an older audience,
the majority of whom will already be drinkers. The emphasis therefore
is on explaining the many factors involved in safe or unsafe drinking.
Pupils are given a reminder about measuring alcohol in units, then
through the ‘How much, how fast?’ and ‘Safe or unsafe?’ handouts
they are given practical, applicable knowledge that will enable them to
make informed choices about the way they use alcohol.

Changing the theme of ‘use vs. misuse’ to ‘safe vs. unsafe’ allows
pupils to place their own drinking behaviour on a continuum, rather
than having to label themselves as ‘misusers’. This leaves considerable
room for change. The new lesson theme shows respect for the pupils’
intelligence and ability to understand and change their own behaviours.

2. The second lesson in Year 10 (Help!) addresses the reality that
many people do drink to excess. The aim of the lesson is to identify
stages of intoxication, to recognise and respond to problems.
Responding directly to pupils’ concerns as raised in focus groups,
Lesson Two offers practical advice on dealing with the immediate
consequences of alcohol poisoning. Handouts include: Dealing with
someone who is drunk; When is it a problem?; What to do in an
emergency; and the Agony Column which gives pupils the
opportunity to reinforce their new knowledge by passing it on.
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3. Lesson Three begins with exercises designed to clarify certain
aspects of the laws surrounding alcohol, then passes the reins of power
to the pupils, letting them discuss alterations to the laws. By allowing
pupils the freedom to challenge the laws, a good teacher will also lead
them to a greater understanding of the reasoning behind the laws.

Taken as a whole, the revised Year 10 lessons demonstrate great
respect for young people in a considered yet exciting sequence of
lesson plans. They acknowledge that they do drink and rather than
doggedly emphasising abstinence and restraint, the lesson-plans treat
the young people as young adults, capable of understanding what is
best for themselves and others.

Year 7: Lesson 1: The effects of alcohol

At this age, children should be given information on safe amounts –
not with a view to encouraging drinking, but to prevent accidental
overdoses due to ignorance of the dangers. They should be told
that, for example, if a child their age drank half a bottle of whiskey,
it could easily kill them. They should be warned against guzzling
sweet alcoholic drinks such as Hooch.

The danger inherent in simply listing alcohol’s possible effects,
without relating this to amounts of alcohol consumed, is that the
child internalizes the message that luck or chance determines
whether alcohol will make you aggressive or happy; confident or
depressed; sick or energetic; relaxed or comatose. Hundreds of
schoolchildren I have spoken to assume that these effects have to
do only with some property inherent in alcohol itself and their
individual reaction to it. In their minds, one’s response to alcohol
has little to do with the way one drinks and the amount one drinks.
Speed of drinking, or the amount of alcohol consumed is seen as
secondary to “the way a person handles it.”

In adult alcohol-education materials, effects are often linked to
Blood Alcohol Concentration. This may be too difficult a concept
to explain to this age group, but a similar association between
amount and effect should be devised.

For the handout associated with this lesson we recommended that
daily drinking limits for adults should be emphasized, not weekly.

Information on effects
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A ‘stages of intoxication’ chart and a ‘risk calculator’ relating speed and
quantity were included in the handouts to clarify the connection
between amount, speed and effects.

Year 7: Lesson 2: What is alcohol?
Based on a second review of the lesson plan and on pupils’ feedback,
we felt that the lesson plan needed some serious revision.

• The aim was over-reaching and too broad to start with. It also
related poorly to the previous lesson and the aims of the
National Curriculum Key Stage plan for this year.

• There was far too much information for pupils to take in in one
lesson. The material would have taken several lessons to cover
properly; the lesson attempted the following:

1) What is alcohol? (Brewing process + related to
toxicity of alcohol)
2) Units and safe amounts
3) Effects of alcohol on behaviour
4) reasons for drinking
5) the concept of safe and sensible drinking.

• The purpose of the ‘learning outcomes’ was unclear.
Comparing the six learning outcomes of this lesson with those
of other lessons, it became clear that there is a need for
simplification and clarity in this lesson.

• The teacher’s introduction listed very complex information to
impart, with no clear format for doing so.

• The tasks didn’t relate at all well to the information. For
example, in the first task, the pupils were asked to discuss
relative strengths of alcohol and to refer back to the previous
lesson. Although it should be clear to teachers that these
lessons are part of a sequence and supposed to build on the
previous lesson, we cannot rule out the possibility that they
may be used out of sequence; we, therefore, have to structure
each lesson plan to stand alone as much as possible.

The feedback results clearly showed that pupils learnt very little
about alcohol in this lesson and came away perhaps even more
confused than they went in. We concluded that this lesson needed

Changes:
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a complete overhaul as to purpose, format and accompanying
tasks.

Although lesson 2 may not have addressed the following two points
directly, the answers none-the-less reflect shifts in attitudes that occur
as unintended outcomes of the teaching points and the attitude taken
by the teacher.

A common normative belief is ‘problem inevitability’ among adult
drinkers. Reinforcement of the problem-inevitability belief can often be
an unfortunate by-product of alcohol education: if teachers
overemphasise the dangers and problems associated with drinking,
pupils can make the assumption that these problems are universal and
unavoidable. This assumption then raises the expectation of this
outcome, which in turn influences behaviour.

Several studies support expectancy theories of alcohol's effects on
behaviour. For example, providing simplistic warnings that "alcohol
leads to risky sex" may paradoxically increase the likelihood that
individuals will fail to act prudently when intoxicated. Educational
interventions should focus on weakening, rather than strengthening,
individuals' expectancies with regard to the impact of alcohol on
behaviour, so that safer or self-protective behaviour will be more likely
to occur, even during intoxication.36

• The table below describes pupils’ responses to the statement:
most adults will have a drinking problem at some point in their
lives.

Rated Response Pre-lesson % Post-lesson %
Strongly Agree 28 25

Agree 31 28
Can’t decide 17 17

Disagree 7 8
Strongly disagree 0 0

Results show that the lesson had no significant impact on pupils’
attitudes towards the prevalence of problem drinking among adults.

                                                
36 Dermen K.H., Cooper M.L., Agocha V.B. (1998)

Questionnaire results

Problem inevitability
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Over half of the pupils agreed, both before and after the lesson, that
most adults will have a drinking problem at some point in their lives.
Since the label ‘drinking problem’ was not defined, it is difficult to
draw any conclusion from this but that attitudes probably had not
changed. In other evaluations, however, we have seen answers change
dramatically after alcohol lessons, indicating that the majority of pupils
had been led to believe that drinking problems were inevitable among
adults who drank. In the Respect it! lesson, therefore, no result could be
interpreted as a good result.

It is interesting to note, however, that in focus-group discussions, most
pupils appeared to base their response on their own experience of
adult drinking behaviour: those with ‘problem drinkers’ among their
relatives or adult acquaintances found it hard to believe that their
negative experience was not universal. Those with such direct
experience of adult problem-drinking were a small minority, however:
most of the pupils who agreed with the statement based their response
on the vague popular assumption that ‘alcohol is a problem’.

One question the teacher is told to ask the students in the lesson plan
instructions is: “What do you think is meant by sensible drinking?”  A
major influence on irresponsible drinking behaviour is the belief that
moderate drinking on a daily basis is dangerous, more dangerous than
occasional binges. In fact, of course, the reverse is true. The next
question gauged the success of the lesson in either dispelling or
reinforcing these notions.

• The table below describes pupils’ responses to the statement:
drinking one or two alcoholic drinks every day is a dangerous
habit.

Rated Response Pre-lesson % Post-lesson %
Strongly Agree 38 43

Agree 34 32
Can’t decide 7 11

Disagree 21 14
Strongly disagree 0 0

The results are unfortunate: there was a slight increase in the
number who agreed and a decrease in the number who disagreed.

For additional questionnaire results, please see annex 2.
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In the first draft of Respect it! the sequence of lessons for Year
Seven was as follows:

Lesson 1: The effects of alcohol
AIM: to enhance the students’ understanding of the effects of

alcohol on the body.
Lesson 2: What is alcohol?

AIM: to give students information about alcohol and why
people drink.
Lesson 3: Decisions – Who decides?

AIM: to enable students to recognise the options available to
them when making decisions.

We felt that the lesson topics, aims and instructions were poorly
defined, too complex and, as could be seen from the impact evaluation
results, caused confusion and unintended attitudinal shifts. The first
lesson jumped in the deep end of alcohol education with an overly
complex listing of effects of alcoho,l before pupils had even been told
what the substance is and where it comes from. The information was a
mish-mash of anatomical, physiological and behavioural data. The
second lesson combined a too-detailed chemistry lesson on the brewing
process with an over-simplified exercise on ‘why people drink’. The
third lesson focused on decision-making but the connection to alcohol
the second task was tenuous. Consequently, after much discussion, the
format for Year 7 was altered as follows:

Lesson 1: Introducing alcohol. [Purpose: to assess the students’
knowledge and understanding about alcohol; to understand what
happens to alcohol in the body; to begin to consider what effects
alcohol may have on the body.
Lesson 2: Making choices. [Purpose: to recognise that a variety of
factors might influence decision-making; to enable students to
understand that people may choose to drink or not to drink for
different reasons.]
Lesson 3: Managing the effects [To understand the measurement
of alcohol by units and how this can be used to promote safer
drinking; to explore the relationship between alcohol consumption
and risk to health.]

The resulting final version is well balanced, clear, appropriate to age,
and in line with Key Stage guidelines. The knowledge-building
sequence is logical: first the pupil is introduced to alcohol – given the
basics, encouraged to explore and be curious.  The second lesson takes
a step back and re-focuses on decision-making (life-skills) and its

Changes
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application to drinking. As a stand-alone lesson, we would object to
the over-simplification of the decision into ‘to drink or not to drink’,
but, as a pre-cursor to the third lesson, it serves to build respect for
abstention as a viable decision. The third lesson begins to open up the
realm of drinking beyond the simplistic ‘drink or not drink’ and moves
pupils into the more adult concept of ‘managing’ drinking – of
controlling one’s own intake in a sensible way, based on an
understanding of the effects and consequences.
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77 ..   CC oo nn cc ll uu ss ii oo nn

Several of the Respect it! lessons generated seriously negative reactions
and misconceptions among pupils. At the interim stage of this
evaluation, TACADE were given the results outlined above and altered
the lesson plans accordingly. We are fully confident that the most
serious flaws have been eliminated and the lessons re-designed to be
interactive, exciting, relevant and practically useful to pupils at each
stage of their secondary school education.
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Annex 1: Additional Questionnaire results
Year 8: lesson 3

Twenty-one pupils aged between 13 – 14 years completed both pre-
and post-lesson questionnaires for Year 8, Lesson 3 from the Respect
it! teaching package. Of this group 48% (N=10) were male and 52%
(N=11) female. All pupils indicated that they had received other
lessons about alcohol prior to ‘Respect It’ Lesson 3.

When asked ‘How often do you drink alcohol?’ pupils indicated:

9% (N=2) never
24% (N=5)- once or twice a year
19% (N=4)- three or four times a year
38% (N=8)- every month
5% (N=1) every week
5% (N=1) every day

Results indicate a spread of drinking patterns across the group.

After the lesson, when asked ‘How likely is it that you will have an
alcoholic drink in the next month?’ the pupils responded:

5% (N=1) definitely will
33% (N=7)- probably will
33% (N=7)- don’t know
14% (N=3)- probably won’t
14% (N=3)- definitely won’t

These results mirror the responses to pupils indicating how often they
drink.

Fourteen pupils responded to the question: ‘if you drink alcohol, how
do you choose what to drink?’ Pupils were allowed to make no more
than two responses for this question, twenty-eight responses were
recorded, and percentages represent number of choices made per item
out of total choices made.

Drinking experience

Drinking intentions

Taste influence.
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32% (N=9 choices)- I choose the drink with the best taste
18% (N=5 choices)- I drink what my parents allow me to
18% (N=5 choices)- I drink whatever is available
14% (N=4 choices)- I drink what my friends are drinking
11% (N=3 choices)- I choose the strongest drink
7%   (N=2 choices)- I choose the cheapest drink

No pupils chose ‘I choose drinks advertised on TV’ or ‘I drink
whatever seems most popular’. The pupils maintain that they are more
influenced by taste than any other factor when choosing an alcoholic
drink.

In response to the pre-lesson statement: ‘drinking alcohol can be part
of a normal, healthy, lifestyle,’ 28% of pupils agreed and 72% of pupils
did not agree with the statement.

Pupils were asked to list positive and negative aspects of drinking
alcohol before and after the lesson. Pupils’ responses were grouped
into categories. Percentages represent the number of pupils that
provided that response out of the total number of pupils. In each
exercise, pupils’ creative write-in answers have been reduced to a few
recognisable categories.

Pre-lesson: Post-lesson:

1 Taste 44% 24%

2 It’s fun 63% 48%
3 Makes one happy 72% 18%
4 Good for you 0% 64%
5 Relaxes you 0% 18%

Results indicate that prior to the lesson pupils were unaware of
the potential health benefits of consuming alcohol, and that
before the lesson alcohol’s positive aspects were seen as
mainly affective (i.e. to positively influence mood) and
intrinsically fun. After the lesson there was a  shift away from
this perception towards less abstract concepts (i.e. the
potential health benefits).

Expectations / normative
beliefs

Positive Aspects of
drinking
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Pre-lesson Post-lesson
1 Physical illness / death 81% 90%
2 Cost 10% 10%
3 Hangover 48% 52%
4 Violent behaviour 14% 38%
5 Alcoholism 10% 0%
6 Drunkenness 10% 10%
7 Serious accidents 5% 14%
8 Do things you regret 5% 38%
9 Unsafe sex 0% 10%

Results indicate that after the lesson some pupils identified the
risk of unsafe sex  which had not been identified before the
lesson. There was an increase in recognition, after the lesson, of
doing things you may regret, having a serious accident,
exhibiting violent behaviour and being physically ill or dying as
a negative consequence of drinking.

Before the lesson pupils were asked to rate how acceptable or
unacceptable they felt it was to drink in certain situations.
After the lesson pupils were asked to rate how many alcoholic
drinks they felt it was acceptable and safe for a young person
to drink in the same situations.

The purpose of this exercise was to determine if the pupils had
absorbed the concept that safe or acceptable amounts of
alcohol might differ based on the setting and what amounts of
alcohol they defined as acceptable or unacceptable.
Results from this battery of questions serve as an indication of
the lesson’s influence on the concept of safety and setting
when making drinking decisions. In many cases it is clear that
the lesson did have some influence in this regard. Unfortunately
it is impossible to say if this influence will last long enough to
affect behaviour.

The tables below indicate pupil’s responses both before and after the
lesson:

Negative Aspects of
drinking

Drink settings
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Before the lesson pupils were asked:
Please state how acceptable or unacceptable you feel it is
(for most young people) to drink in the following
situations. Mark the box that most closely matches the way
you feel with a  3.

T
otally

u
n

acceptable

S
om

ew
h

at

N
o opinion

 or
can’t decide

S
om

ew
h

at
acceptable

T
otally

% % % % %
1 At a football match 33 43 14 55 0
2 While babysitting 76 19 0 5 0

3 At home with parents 19 0 14 38 29

4 At a party with friends 0 0 10 38 52

5 On your own at home 14 5 52 24 5

6 At work 90 10 0 0 0

7 At a pub/restaurant with family 5 5 14 19 57

8 At a wedding 0 10 10 24 56

9 In the park at night on your own 24 38 28 10 0

10 At lunchtime 43 28 19 10 0

11 At school 81 5 9 0 0

12 While doing homework 57 29 14 5 0

13 In the park at night with friends 14 5 14 33 33
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Comments:

Before the lesson, 19% of pupils felt that drinking at home
with their parents was ‘totally unacceptable’. One would
expects, therefore, that 19% after the lesson would tick ‘0
units’ as an ‘acceptable’ amount for them in this situation. Yet,
after the lesson, the majority felt that it was acceptable to drink
one to two units at home with parents. Either the results
highlight ambiguity in these pupils’ conceptions of what is or
is not acceptable drinking behaviour, or the lesson itself
changed their opinions. It is possible that, after the lesson,
more pupils were willing to accept that moderate, sensible
drinking in a safe environment is OK. If this is so, then this is a
very good result.

Over half of the group were unsure about the acceptability of
drinking alone. Before the lesson, 19% of the group found it
unacceptable, but after the lesson 38% thought it was
acceptable and safe to drink alcohol on your own at home. No

After the lesson pupils were asked:
Please state how many alcoholic drinks (1 unit) you feel it
is acceptable and safe (for most young people) to drink in
the following situations: Mark the box that most closely
matches what you think with a  3.

0 1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 6 +

% % % % %
1 At a football match 62 38 0 0 0
2 While babysitting 86 14 0 0 0

3 At home with parents 5 76 19 0 0

4 At a party with friends 0 14 57 29 0

5 On your own at home 38 38 19 5 0

6 At work 90 10 0 0 0

7 At a pub/restaurant with family 0 76 19 5 0

8 At a wedding 5 28 38 24 5

9 In the park at night on your own 67 33 0 0 0

10 At lunchtime 76 24 0 0 0

11 At school 95 5 0 0 0

12 While doing homework 81 14 5 0 0

13 In the park at night with friends 14 20 49 16 0

At home with parents.

Home alone
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pupil thought it safe to drink more than six units in this
situation.

The same responses were mirrored for this setting before and
after the lesson.

Over half of the group thought that it was totally acceptable to
drink alcohol in a pub / restaurant with family. Three-quarters
(76%) of the group thought that it was acceptable and safe to
drink between one and two units of alcohol. Only 10% of the
group did not think it was acceptable to drink alcohol in this
setting.

80% of the group thought it acceptable to drink alcohol at a
wedding. 5% thought it totally acceptable to drink more than 6
units at a wedding.

Results here show that after the lesson pupils were perhaps
better informed to decide whether it was acceptable to drink
alone in the park at night. Before the lesson answers were
spread between totally unacceptable and somewhat acceptable.
After the lesson, 67% felt that no amount of alcohol was
acceptable or safe to drink in these circumstances. The
remaining 33% thought it acceptable and safe to drink one to
two units of alcohol.

Before the lesson 43% of the group thought that drinking
alcohol at lunchtime was totally unacceptable; after the lesson
76% indicated no amount of alcohol was acceptable and safe
for young people to drink at lunchtime.

Results show that before the lesson 81% of pupils thought it
totally unacceptable to drink alcohol while at school, 9% had
no opinion or couldn’t decide, 5% thought it was totally
acceptable. However, after the lesson, 95% of pupils indicated
that it was not acceptable or safe to drink alcohol at school. 5%
thought 1 – 2 alcoholic units was acceptable and safe to drink
at school. These results indicate that those that had been unable
to make a decision about acceptability of drinking at school
before the lesson may have been more able to do so after the
lesson.

At work

Eating out with family

At a wedding

In the park at night alone

At lunchtime

At school
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Results indicate that after the lesson pupils were more likely to
think that drinking alcohol was not acceptable and safe while
doing homework

Results indicate that before the lesson 66% of the group
thought it acceptable to drink alcohol in the park at night with
friends. Those who found it totally unacceptable before the
lesson appeared to maintain this attitude after the lesson by
responding that no alcohol was acceptable and safe to drink in
the park at night with friends (14% and 14% respectively).
Almost half of the group (49%) thought that it was safe and
acceptable to drink between 3 – 4 units in this setting; this is
also a reflection of pre-lesson attitudes.

Pupils were asked: ‘how drunk an adult person feels will
depend on…’ The data listed below indicates the percentage of
pupils that made each choice out of the total number of pupils
before and after the lesson. Pupils could choose as many
options as they wished.

Choices:     Pre-lesson                Post-lesson
1. their weight 14% 14%
2. their star sign 0% 0%
3. the mood they are in 33% 52%
4. how much food is in their stomach 33% 62%
5. their status in society 0% 14%
6. their age 19% 38%
7. how fast they are drinking 76% 90%
8. whether they are male or female 4% 43%
9. what they are drinking 81% 100%
10. what time of day it is 14% 19%
11. how drunk they expect to feel 14% 33%

The results indicate that after the lesson all pupils recognised that what
you are drinking affects how drunk you feel. Only 81% believed this
before the lesson. The increase in responses nearly across all items
shows that pupils had learned that many factor affect drunkenness.

Doing homework

In the park at night with
friends

Effects of alcohol
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Pupils were asked to rate their responses to each of the following pairs
of statements. The tables below indicate responses to each statement
before and after the lesson. The first statement (shaded grey) was given
on the pre-lesson questionnaire; the second statement appeared on the
post-lesson questionnaire.

1. The results indicate that after the lesson fewer
pupils agreed and more disagreed that getting
drunk is the whole point of drinking. Also fewer
pupils were undecided after the lesson.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree
nor D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly

Getting drunk is the whole point of drinking. 0% 24
%

24% 28% 9%

There’s no point drinking if you don’t get
drunk.

0% 5% 15% 47% 31
%

2. Fewer students held extreme attitudes
towards this statement after the lesson. More
disagreed (5% to 33%) with the statement
after the lesson.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree
nor D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
D

isagree

Alcohol makes parties 24% 24% 47% 5% 0%
Alcohol free parties are boring 0% 19% 47% 28% 5%

3. Results indicate less extreme attitudes after
the lesson: strong agreement with the
statement fell from 62% before to 27% after
the lesson.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree
nor D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
D

isagree

People do stupid silly or strange things when
they are drunk

62% 19% 0% 19% 0%

Alcohol can make people lose control of their
behaviour

27% 68% 5% 0% 0%

4. More pupils disagreed with the post-lesson
matched statement.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree
nor D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
D

isagree

Attitude Towards
Alcohol
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Drinking makes you feel close to people. 10% 24% 42% 19% 5%
People act like better friends after a few
drinks of alcohol.

0% 24% 33% 38% 5%

5. There was little change in response to this
statement by the group before and after the
lesson. No pupil strongly agreed with the
statement.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree
nor D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
D

isagree

Drinking alcohol makes you look more
grown-up.

0% 14% 33% 38% 14%

Drinking makes you seem more mature to
other people.

0% 24% 33% 38% 5%

6. More pupils disagreed with the
statement after the lesson, though at least
half (52%) continued to agree with the
statement. There was also a notable
decrease in ‘undecided’ pupils’ responses.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree nor
D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
 D

isagree

Drinking alcohol helps people to join in
with the fun.

19% 47% 29% 5% 0%

Sometimes people drink in order to fit in. 5% 52% 14% 29% 0%

7. Responses remained similar before and
after the lesson, although 15% more
pupils disagreed that ‘most teenagers who
drink are pressured into it by others’ after
the lesson. This is a positive result, as a
reduction in the belief that drinking is due
to peer pressure usually results in
individuals taking increased responsibility
for their own decisions.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree nor D
isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
 D

isagree

If it weren’t for peer pressure, most
teenagers wouldn’t bother with alcohol.

24% 33% 29% 14% 0%

Most teenagers who drink are pressured
into it by others.

15% 29% 29% 24% 5%

8. Pupils exhibited less extreme views on
this idea after the lesson.

Strongly
 A

gree

A
gree

N
either A

gree
nor D

isagree

D
isagree

Strongly
D

isagree
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People do not worry as much about what
other people think of them after a few
drinks of alcohol

24% 38% 19% 0% 5%

Drinking alcohol makes a person more
pleased with himself/herself.

10% 47% 29% 14% 0%

Perceptions of the risk of drinking alcohol were tested alongside
perceptions of the risk of other activities.

Smoking
cigarettes

Completely
Safe

Safe Neither
safe nor
unsafe

Dangerous Extremely
Dangerous

Pre-lesson 0% 5% 24% 53% 18%
Post-lesson 0% 10% 28% 38% 24%

Taking
ecstasy

Completely
Safe

Safe Neither
safe nor
unsafe

Dangerous Extremely
Dangerous

Pre-lesson 0% 0% 0% 5% 95%
Post-lesson 0% 0% 0% 14% 86%

Taking
heroin

Completely
Safe

Safe Neither
safe nor
unsafe

Dangerous Extremely
Dangerous

Pre-lesson 0% 0% 0% 5% 95%
Post-lesson 0% 0% 0% 10% 90%

Smoking
cannabis

Completely
Safe

Safe Neither
safe nor
unsafe

Dangerous Extremely
Dangerous

Pre-lesson 0% 5% 24% 33% 38%
Post-lesson 0% 0% 14% 43% 43%

Drinking
alcohol

Completely
Safe

Safe Neither
safe nor
unsafe

Dangerous Extremely
Dangerous

Pre-lesson 5% 38% 57% 0% 0%
Post-lesson 5% 33% 52% 10% 0%

Risk Awareness
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Perceptions of risk involved in drinking alcohol did not significantly
change after the lesson.

Pupils were asked to rate the likelihood of their having an alcoholic
drink in the next month. Possible responses included:  I definitely will; I
probably will; I don’t know; I probably won’t; I definitely won’t. They
were then given a write-in box to explain their answer.

I definitely will - 19%
Reasons: “My dad will give me a couple of Carlings”; “It’s my mum’s
birthday and we will be having a party”; “Because I drink every
weekend”.
I probably will - 28%
Reasons: “Sometimes my parents will give me a glass of wine”; “I
have a drink at the weekend with my parents but only a glass”.

I don’t know - 33%
I probably won’t - 5%
I definitely won’t - 14%
Reasons: “I don’t think I’ll have one until Christmas”; “Because I
don’t drink”.

Responses in answer to this question are very similar to those in the
pre-lesson questionnaire. The same percentage of pupils said
‘definitely won’t’ and ‘don’t know’ if they will have an alcoholic drink
in the next month. There was an increase in the number of pupils that
said they ‘definitely will’ have an alcoholic drink in the next month
from 5% (pre-lesson) to 19% (post-lesson). This should not be cause
for alarm: in part, this lesson was intended to teach pupils that
moderate, safe and sensible drinking is not taboo. Several pupils
indicated that they would have a drink in the next month but that they
would drink moderately and safely. It is also possible that, after a non-
judgemental lesson, more pupils felt confident in telling the truth about
their intentions. One should not immediately jump to the conclusion
that the lesson increased a desire for reckless drinking, although a slight
increase in desire to experiment is natural after alcohol or drug
education of any kind.

Pupils were presented with a scenario that depicted a family eating a
Sunday roast and consuming some wine. Pupils were asked what, if
anything, they thought was wrong with the situation and given the
options below:

67% of pupils said nothing was wrong with the situation

Future drinking
intentions

Normative beliefs
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19% of pupils said the parents are breaking the law
28% of pupils said that the children were learning bad habits
5% of pupils said that OAP’s shouldn’t drink
10% of pupils said that the father might become aggressive
Six pupils gave more than one response.

After the lesson, pupils were presented with a scenario in which a
distressed adult female who had been fired from her job asks the pupil
to go and buy her a bottle of alcohol. Pupils were asked what they
would do in the situation and the potential consequences of the woman
consuming alcohol in the situation.

All pupils provided at least one response. Some described the action
that they would take: others described the consequences that might
result from the woman drinking alcohol. Percentages demonstrate how
many pupils out of twenty-one provided a particular response.

Action:
48% of pupils said their response would be they were ‘too young to
buy alcohol’
48% of pupils said they would explain that alcohol doesn’t solve
anything / wouldn’t get your job back
14% of pupils said that they would try to comfort or calm the woman
14% of pupils said that they would respond by saying that ‘it’s not a
good idea’ or simply ‘no’.
5% said yes that they would attempt to buy her alcohol, as she’d
probably do it anyway.

Consequences:
Thirteen pupils indicated what they thought the consequences of the
woman drinking alcohol in the situation might be. Of those that gave an
answer in this category:

43% of pupils said it might make her ‘worse’
34% of pupils said it might make her violent and angry
23% of pupils said she might get really drunk
10% of pupils said she might do something that she regrets.

Life skills
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Year 10: lesson 1

Before the lesson, pupils from both schools indicated that they
consume alcohol:

Every week - 47% (N=18)
Every month - 32% (N=12)
3 / 4 times a year - 16% (N=6)
1/ 2 a year - 5% (N=2)

No pupil drank alcohol every day. There were no non-drinkers in
either school.

On the pre-lesson questionnaire, when asked ‘What causes alcohol
poisoning?’ 75% gave the correct answer -- “drinking too much
alcohol”.

Pupils were asked to identify from the list provided what one unit of
alcohol was equal to. Pupils could choose as many responses as they
wished. Percentages describe the number of pupils who made a
particular choice out of the total number of pupils who could have
made that choice (N=38).

Type & Quantity of
alcohol

Pre-lesson %
Response

Post-lesson %
Response

_ pint regular beer 58% 100%
1 small glass of wine 42% 95%
A pub-measure of

spirits
26% 95%

A double whiskey 0% 5%
A small can of shandy 21% 0%

A bottle of wine 0% 0%

The results above indicate a positive shift in the number of correct
answers chosen by pupils as a result of the alcohol lesson. All pupils
correctly identified _ pint of regular beer as a unit of alcohol after the
lesson compared to just over half before the lesson.

Drinking behaviour

Cause of alcohol
poisoning

Alcohol knowledge
increase
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Prior to the lesson, 95% (N=36) of pupils perceived alcohol to be a
drug compared to 63% (N=12) after the lesson. It is difficult to draw
conclusions from this result as 37% (N=14) did not provide any
response to this question in the post-lesson questionnaire. Since the
issue was not covered directly in the lesson, the lack of response may
be due to pupils’ uncertainty about the correct response. Having been
asked the question twice, many may have assumed that they had been
taught the correct answer but could not remember what that was and
hence ‘second-guessed’ their initial, instinctive response.

Prior to the lesson, 95% (N=36)  of pupils disagreed with the
statement: ‘Alcohol can make you think more clearly about your
problems’. After the lesson, a surprising smaller 47% (N=18) disagreed
with the statement. Again, a significant minority (37% (N=14)) did not
provide any response to this question in the post-lesson questionnaire.
Six pupils did however agree, after the lesson, that alcohol can help you
think more clearly about your problems. From the Oxted School lesson
observation, it was clear to researchers that no such idea was put
forward by the teacher or the Respect it! materials. The appearance of
such a response at two different schools may be, in part, due to the
‘rebellion’ factor (pupils being heartily sick of filling questionnaires and
showing this by rebellious responses); or it may be that some pupils
really did feel that alcohol helped them to think about their problems
and, having experienced an open and non-punitive lesson, felt more
willing to share their true opinions.

In response to the statement: ‘alcohol causes aggression,’ 79%
(N=30) of pupils agreed with the statement in the pre-lesson
questionnaire; 21% (N=8) disagreed. Post-lesson results showed
greater uncertainty. Numbers agreeing dropped to 20 (53%); 10%
(N=4) disagreed and 37% (N=14) did not provide an answer.

In response to the statement: ‘People should be held responsible for
what they do when they are drunk’, 79% (N=30) of pupils agreed and
21% (N=8) disagreed in the pre-lesson questionnaire. In the post-
lesson questionnaire the statement was slightly altered to ‘people
should be held responsible for what they say when they are drunk’.
53% (N=20) of pupils agreed with this statement after the lesson, 10%
(N=4) did not and 37% (N=14) did not provide an answer. Again, it
would seem that, after the lesson, pupils were less willing to form an
opinion.

Attitude shifting
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Pupils were asked to rate their responses to each of the following
statements. The tables below indicate responses to each statement
before and after the lesson. All pupils provided responses to this
section of the questionnaire. Significant shifts are indicated in grey.

ß Statement: ‘Getting drunk is the whole point of drinking’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 0% 10% 32% 53% 5%
Post-lesson 0% 5% 15% 47% 31%
Results indicate a modest, but positive shift in attitude after the lesson.

ß Statement: ‘Drinking alcohol makes a person feel good and
happy’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 0% 58% 27% 5% 10%
Post-lesson 0% 58% 16% 21% 5%

ß Statement: ‘People feel sexier or more romantic after a few
drinks’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 0% 74% 21% 5% 0%
Post-lesson 0% 63% 21% 10% 5%
No significant changes were demonstrated before or after the lesson.

ß Statement: ‘Alcohol makes parties more fun / alcohol-free
parties are boring’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree
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Disagree

Pre-lesson 37% 53% 10% 0% 0%
Post-lesson 5% 26% 31% 21% 16%

Results indicate that after the lesson pupils were less likely to agree
with the statement. Opinions shifted slightly from agreement to neutral
ground or to disagreement.

ß Statement: ‘People do stupid silly or strange things when they
are drunk / Alcohol can make people lose control of their
behaviour’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 42% 42% 16% 0% 0%
Post-lesson 22% 68% 5% 0% 0%

Results indicate a slight shift away from more extreme attitudes after
the lesson.

ß Statement: ‘Drinking makes you feel close to people / people act
like better friends after a few drinks of alcohol’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 10% 47% 37% 6% 0%
Post-lesson 10% 64% 16% 10% 0%

ß Statement: ‘Drinking alcohol makes you look more grown-up /
drinking makes you seem more mature to other people’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 0% 16% 26% 42% 16%
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Post-lesson 0% 27% 21% 42% 10%

ß Statement: ‘It’s important to learn how to handle large
amounts of alcohol’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 48% 26% 5% 21% 0%
Post-lesson 5% 5% 47% 26% 5%

The lesson seems to have shaken the majority’s belief that learning
how to ‘handle’ large amounts of alcohol is important. 82% held to this
belief before the lesson compared to only 10% after. This result is
positive considering that the purpose of the lesson was to explore use
versus misuse of alcohol.

ß Statement: ‘Non-drinkers really don’t know how to relax and
have fun / people who don’t drink are generally too uptight’.

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 0% 5% 26% 48% 21%
Post-lesson 0% 5% 16% 47% 31%

ß Statement: ‘There’s nothing more fun than being drunk / being
drunk is the most fun you can have’

%
Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neither
Agree

nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Pre-lesson 5% 0% 21% 16% 58%
Post-lesson 5% 5% 10% 42% 38%

Results reflect the 10% ‘hard-core’ of binge-drinkers encountered in
focus groups.
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Pupils were asked to list both negative and positive aspects of drinking
on the pre and post lesson questionnaires. Pupils were able to write
down any response that they wished. The following responses have
been calculated by categorising pupils’ answers into broad bands.

Pre-lesson: Post-lesson:

1 Sociable settings / interaction 63% 47%
2 To have fun / enjoy yourself

more
95% 31%

3 Gives you confidence 31% 31%
4 Can be healthy 10% 26%
5 To forget problems 16% 5%

Responses provided indicate a decrease in the number of pupils citing
having fun / enjoying yourself as a positive aspect of drinking from
95% before the lesson to 31% after the lesson. A decrease in the
number of pupils citing alcohol consumption as positively enhancing
social settings / interaction from 63% before the lesson to 37% after the
lesson. An increase from 10% to 26% of pupils identifying the health
benefits of small, limited alcohol consumption on a regular basis after
the lesson than before the lesson. Pupil’s perception of alcohol
positively increasing confidence levels did not change before and after
the lesson.

Pre-lesson: Post-lesson:

1 Damages body / causes illness 63% 32%
2 Can cause alcohol poisoning 10% 42%
3 Is expensive 21% 5%
4 Makes you violent 16% 21%
5 Could result in crime, trouble 42% 10%
6 Unsafe sex / reduced

performance
0% 37%

7 Cause you to do stupid things 68% 10%
8 Causes hangovers 37% 16%
9 Could make you go ‘over the

top’/ get drunk.
42% 16%

10 Is fattening 10% 16%

Positive Aspects of
Drinking:

Negative Aspects of
Drinking:
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11 Can kill you 16% 10%
12 Is a depressant 16% 5%
13 Makes women easy targets 0% 10%
14 Drinking puts pedestrians at

risk too
0% 5%

The pupils’ understanding of a ‘negative’ aspect of drinking was
perhaps altered after the lesson, as can be seen in the decrease in
numbers of pupils who cited ‘cost’ as a negative aspect.

Pupils made fewer comments after the lesson on the negative aspects
of drinking than before the lesson. However there was a marked
increase in the number of those that mentioned alcohol poisoning as a
negative consequence of drinking (10% to 42%).

The comments written in about pedestrians (“Half of all pedestrians
killed are drunk”) reflects a statement found in one of the alcohol
factfiles.

In the pre- and post-lesson questionnaires pupils were asked how
likely it was that they would have an alcoholic drink in the next month.
The table below describes the responses.

Response
Alternatives

Pre-lesson %
Response

Post-lesson %
Response

Definitely will 47% 21%
Probably will 43% 31%
Don’t know 5% 5%

Probably won’t 0% 5%
Definitely won’t 5% 0%

Unfortunately 37% (N=14) of pupils did not provide a response to
this question therefore it is not possible to draw any conclusions as to
the potential influence the lesson may have had on alcohol
consumption by pupils over the next month. It was clear however that
before the lesson 90% of the pupils predicted that they would
consume alcohol during the following month.

q Twenty-four pupils (63%) provided feedback on what they
most liked about the alcohol lesson; most felt that they had
learned new and interesting facts about alcohol.

Drinking intentions

Pupil Feedback.
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q Twelve of the twenty-four pupils that provided a response
identified the teaching method of class discussion (‘that we
were talking about it in class”) as a positive aspect of the
alcohol lesson.

q Sixteen pupils (63%) gave feedback about what they least liked
about the alcohol lesson. (Some pupils gave more than one
comment.) Eight felt that they already knew quite a lot of the
information already, and four felt that the lesson was boring.
Two pupils suggested the use of a video would make things
more interesting. Two pupils felt that the lesson was rushed
and that class discussion may have been better. Six pupils did
not like that the lesson kept repeating the positive and negative
/ safe and unsafe information.

68% of pupils (N=26) felt that they had learnt something new, though
79% (N=30) said that they would not do anything differently because
of the lesson. The 21% that said that they would do something
differently as a result of the lesson described more awareness about the
importance of safe drinking i.e. ‘drink carefully’, ‘watch what I drink’,
‘it makes you think more about how much to drink sensibly’.

When pupils were asked after the lesson what kind of drinker they
would be in ten years time, nine pupils responded. All described being
either a sensible or social drinker.

Drinking intentions.
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Year 7: Lesson One
28 pupils in Year 7 (ages 11 and 12) received Lesson 2 from the
‘Respect it’ teaching package. 57% (N=16) of the pupils were male and
43% (N=12) were female. Each pupil was asked to complete a
questionnaire about issues related to alcohol and alcohol education both
before and after the lesson.

The stated aims and objectives of this lesson in its first draft were as
follows:
Aim: To give students information about alcohol, and why people
drink.
Objective 1: To inform students of the process for making alcohol.
Objective 2: To increase students’ knowledge about why people drink
alcohol and the strengths of different drinks.

32% (N=9) of pupils had received a lesson in alcohol before; 68%
(N=19) had not.

96% (N=27) of pupils had experienced drinking alcohol. Only one
individual had not.

In answer to the pre-lesson question ‘What is alcohol measured in?’
71% (N=20) answered, bottles, and 18% (N=5) answered, units.
Three pupils did not answer the question.

After the lesson, pupils were asked to identify answers from a list of
options in relation to the question: ‘one unit of alcohol is equal to’. The
following percentages indicate how many pupils identified each option
as a correct answer (more than one response was permitted).

_ pint of regular beer - 89% (N=25)
small glass of wine - 18% (N=5)
pub-measure of spirits - 21% (N=6)
a double whiskey - 43% (N=12)
small can of shandy - 11% (N=3)
bottle of wine - 32% (N=9)

The responses indicate that 24 out of 60 total choices incorrectly
identified a double whiskey, a small can of shandy and a bottle of wine
as a unit of alcohol, but that 46 choices correctly identified _ pint of
regular beer, small glass of wine and a pub-measure of spirits as being

Previous alcohol
education

Alcohol experience

Units
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equal to a unit of alcohol. Since the lesson did cover this information,
these results can be interpreted as poor. It is difficult to say whether
this is a consequence of a poor lesson plan, an inattentive class, or
inadequate instruction.

After the lesson, pupils were asked to pick from a list of options to
complete the sentence: ‘Alcohol poisoning is caused by…’. The
following responses were provided from 26 pupils. (2 pupils did not
answer the question):

Mixing different types of alcohol  29% (N=8)
Drinking too much alcohol 39% (N=11)
Acid in your stomach  25% (N=7)
Did not answer 7% (N=2)

No pupil identified the ‘drink has gone off’ option as a cause of alcohol
poisoning. Over half of the group (54%) failed to identify ‘drinking too
much alcohol’ as the cause of alcohol poisoning.

Pupils were asked to select as many source materials from the list
provided from which alcohol could be made. The following percentages
denote the number of pupils that chose each option.

89% (N=25) of pupil’s thought that alcohol could be made from fruit
61% (N=17) of pupil’s thought that alcohol could be made from water

Several pupils perhaps confused ‘made from’ with ‘made with’.

7%   (N=2) of pupil’s thought that alcohol could be made from grains

96% correctly identified grain or fruit as a potential source for alcohol.
None thought that alcohol could be made from meat although leather
and vegetables as an ingredient received one vote each.

In the post-lesson questionnaire, pupils were asked to complete the
sentence ‘Alcohol is made by a chemical process called…’ using the list
of options provided. The pupils chose the following responses:

61% (N=17) of pupils chose ‘fermentation’
18% (N=5) of pupils chose ‘pasteurisation’

In a follow-up question, no pupil was able to identify the key
ingredient (yeast) that converts sugar into alcohol.

Overdose

Origin
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All pupils agreed with the statement that drinking too much could
damage your health.

100% (N=28) of pupils perceived alcohol to be a drug prior to their
lesson. This dropped to 84% (N=25) after their lesson.

In the pre-lesson questionnaire 100% (N=28) of pupils identified a
pint of vodka as the most alcoholic drink on the list provided. Post-
lesson findings indicated that of the 25 pupils who provided an answer
to the question, 100% (N=29) identified that a pint of vodka had more
alcohol in it. Pre-lesson responses indicate that pupils had a good
knowledge of the alcoholic strengths of different types of alcohol prior
to receiving Lesson 2.

The table below describes pupil’s responses to the question: ‘How
long does it take for the body to get rid of _ pint of beer?’

Rated Response Pre-lesson % Post-lesson %
3 days 10 4
1 day 52 21

6 hours 17 7
1 hour 7 54

10 minutes 4 7
  20 seconds 10 0
No answer 0 7

Results indicate a large increase after the lesson (7% to 54%) in the
number of pupils giving the correct answer to the question. (One hour)
This result is slightly puzzling since the lesson did not cover this
information. Likely explanations are that a. some pupils asked the
teacher for the correct response; b. the teacher covered the information
because of the question; c. some pupils took it upon themselves to find
the answers; d. the teacher reviewed previous alcohol education
information prior to the lesson.

Pupils were asked to identify from a list of options ‘how many units of
alcohol would be safe and sensible for a healthy adult man to drink per
day?’ The following responses were provided:

7% (N=2) 0 units per day.
36% (N=10) 1 unit per day.
36% (N=10) 2 units per day.

Alcohol and health

Definition of alcohol

Alcohol strengths

Metabolism times

Sensible drinking
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14% (N=4) 3 units per day.
7% (N=2) 4 units per day.

No pupil cited more than the maximum safe and sensible number of
alcohol units a healthy adult male could drink per day.

The pupils were asked ‘how likely is it that you will have an alcoholic
drink in the next month?’ The following responses were provided:

36% (N=10) definitely would
36% (N=10) probably would
7% (N=2) don’t know
10.5% (N=3) probably won’t
10.5% (N=3) definitely won’t

Drinking
intentions


